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Abstract

The following research was undertaken in order to evaluate opposing models of

subsistence and settlement among the Nuu-chah-nulth - the indigenous inhabitants of

the west coast of Vancouver lsland One model assumes that pre-coniaci patierns of

subsistence and settlement mirror those from the ethnographic period The other model

interprets the ethnographic pattern as a product of relatively recent historical forces and

assumes a different pattern for the pre-contact per¡od The seasonal timing of rockfish

(Sebasfes spp.) exploitation at several archaeological sites within Barkley Sound is

exam¡ned in order to address this question'

The season of rockfish capture was determined by examining growth increments

on their vertebrae. An annual growth model for rockfish vertebrae was developed using

modern specimens captured within the study area at known times of year'

Archaeological spec¡mens were then compared to this model to determine season of

capiure in the Past'

The results of the preseni research suggest that the ethnographic pattern of

seasonalry schedured subs¡stence and sìte use was not typicar of Barkrey sound sìtes

durìng the pre-contact period The ethnographic pattern is' therefore' rejected as a

model of pre-contact Nuu-chah-nulth subsistence behaviour'



Chapter I - lntroduction

1.0 Preface

The Northwest coast of North America has long been a region of particular

anthropological interest' Much of this focus has been due to the remarkable level of

culturalsophisticationachievedbytheindigenousinhab¡tantsoftheNorthwestCoast;

particularly g¡ven that this sophistication was achieved by a people whose sole means of

subsistence was hunting and gathering The attributes usually ascribed to hunter-

gatherer societies include low populaiion density' simple portable technology base'

egalitarian social structure, and h¡ghly mobile settlement systems' None of these

attr¡butes are fully applicable to the cultures of the Northwest Coast'

Two factors are usually cited in order to account for the apparently anomalous

development of Northwest Coast societies The first is that salmon (the primary food

resource assoc¡ated with most of these groups) is a storabre resource. This would have

arowed the accumuratÌon of wearth, the deveropment of a more sedentary life, and the

associated deveropment of sociar mechanisms for dearing with surplus and

redistribution, factors usualry associated food producing societies. The second ¡s that

the Norihwest Coast is a unìquely rich environment' a veritable Garden of Eden' where

thesheerabundanceoffoodwouldhavefreedindividualstodevelopmoreadvanced

artistic and cultural traditions This point of view is well expressed by Ruth Underhill

(1944, in Suitles 1987a: 26)'

,,ln this sense the Northwest Coast had eterything. There were /ish in the streams; gdme ¡n the

forcsts: berries and roots t' "i"i i^"t'--'i"i"' *"'i ,u""', 
largc onnuøh rc a build banquet hall yct

splitting like natch*ood' Tnu'" *'oi o c limare so tnois¡ t ha' plo't' g'n* oi i¡ in t he tropics' yel so mild fcw

",""ri::;::;:";;T ¡n ,r"n a cr¡mqte d¡d not neetr to ptant. .They 
hacr more berr¡es and roots thqn ttlev

"*,i"::;,",:;;;';;;;,;;;;; 
;;;;;;;"ln 'io-tu'n 

noa 
'p*od 

rhem tvlost'of them did not euen-hunt' u,nÞss

thcv felr like o change oJ d¡et 
'i""'i 

i"* they ha'l oïl1 Io h'a¡I unlil thi saltnon cane swatming up the

,ìoàr,r. 'ro thick " sav 
'n" "ti"i'iï'l' 

: 
'li'ü 

vü '^'ta 
walk a-croçs an thcir backs ' In thtee or four

ntonths. (i fqnílv cou{ gu'¡ooa'uiZ'i[i"'o t"' t'i"" Tlrc rest of the time they could g¡ve to art' to war' to

,ìrrroriá, owl¡nott¡ng And so úcY d¡d



This oveÊidealised concept¡on of the Northwest coast environment is now largely

rejected.ResearcherssuchasSuttles(1987a,1987b)Suggestthat'whiletheNorthwest

coast environment was extremely productive, this alone cannot account for the

developmeniofNorthwestCoastsocieties.Researchersnowwidelyacknowledgethat

many cultural and technological adaptations were requìred in order to take full

advantage of the region's resources (eg Carlson 1990; Fladmark 1986; Matson and

Coupland 1995).

ThegeneralNorthwestcoastadapiationofseasonallyvariablesubsistenceand

setflement patterns has been the focus of fecent study and debate (e'g Ford 1989)'

ThiscanbeseeninthedifferentapproachestakenbyresearchersworkingintheNuu-

chah-nulth region on the west coast of Vancouver lsland Some researchers (e g'

Dewhirst 1980: 15; Suttles 1990) argue that a pattern of seasonal mobility similar to that

described in eihnohistoric accounts was a necessary adaptat¡on to spatially and

temporally patchy West Coast resources Other researchers (e g McM¡llan 1999: 196)

arguethatthepatternofseasonalmobilitydescribedinethnohistoricaccounts(e.9.

Drucker 1951: 33-36) was the product of relatively recent historical events - specifically,

themassivedisruptionofindigenoussocietiesresultingfromcontactwithEuropeans_

andthatadifferentSeasonalpattern(year.roundoccupationofacentrallocat¡on)

prevailed Pr¡or to contact.

The following research examìnes evidence of the seasonal exploitation of an

important food resource - rockfìsh (Sebasfes Spp ) - at several sites within Barkley

SoundonthewestcoastofVancouverlsland.Thesitesarewithinthetrad¡tional

territory of the Toquaht, a Nuu-chah-nulth sub-group The purpose of this research is

twofotd. Fìrst, it is hoped that this research wìll shed new light onto the seasonal

schedulingrockfishexploitation,andthus'ìmproveourknowledgeregardinglocal

subsistenceactivities.secondly,thisresearchwìllexaminetheìmplicationsof(posSible)



seasonalrockfìShexplo¡tationontheseasonalityofToquahtSiteoccupationthereby

evaluating the two opposing views of Nuu-chah-nulth seasonal mobility discussed

above.

1.1 Spec¡es of lnterest

Theresearchpresentedherefocusesontheseasonaltimingofrockf'ishcapture

by the Toquaht, the indigenous inhabitants of the north shore of Barkley Sound'

Rockfìsh were selected for analysis because certain aspects of their ecology and

traditìonal use within the Nuu-chah-nulth region permit inferences relating the season of

rockfish capture to the season of site occupatìon in Barkley Sound The non-seasonal

nature of rockfish availability (except on those occasions when poor w¡nter weather

prevented fishing) is particularly important in this regard The acquisition of rockfish can

be interpreted as a funct¡on of scheduling decisions about a) where to live at what time

ofyear,andb)whatresourceswefeass¡gnedpriorityforacquisitionwhenthesitewas

occupied.

Additìonally, rockfìsh were selected because of the probable economic

importance of these species to the Toquaht The importance of rockfish to Nuu-chah-

nutth econom¡es ¡s suggested by the relative abundance of their remains in

archaeological collections from other sites within the study region such as Hesquiat

Harbour (Caìvert 1980). Despite its numerical abundance' the economic importance of

rockfish has been generally under-em phasized or overlooked' possibly due to the

perceived superìor economic importance of saìmon and whales

1.2 SeasonalityStudies

The general methodology for thìs research takes the form of aseasonalìty study'

Seasonality studìes in archaeology are aimed ai identifyìng the t¡me of year that sites



were occupied, or the tim¡ng of spec¡fic activities that took place there Such studies

may take several forms Most seasonality studies' however' involve the examination or

quantification of faunal or botanical remains' Rockflsh remains are examined in the

present research in order to determine their season of capture and' by association' the

season of occupation of the sites from which they were recovered'

A number of technÌques have been developed for determining the age and

season-of-death of fish from their skeletal remains' many of which involve the analysls of

incrementalgrowthstructures'Severalkindsofmineralizedstructureareknowntogrow

incrementally and have been used io estimate age and season of death of fish The

most commonly used structures are otolìths' scales' fin-rays' dorsal spines' and

vertebrae. The present research focuses on rockfish vertebrae because of the relative

durability, abundance, and reliability of vertebral remains'

1.3 Methodology for Seasonal Determinations

The estimation of season of death from growth ìncrements involves two important

stages. First it ¡s necessary to view and accurately measure incremental growth A

number of techniques have been developed for viewing growth structures in fish

veriebrae. These are discussed and evaruated (in terms of time, cost and effect¡veness)

in section 4.2.2 Tî,eexamination of growth ¡ncrements on thecentrum surface of whole

vertebrae under a low-power (16X magnìfication) stereomicroscope using reflected light

is deemed ihe most appropriaie technique for use in this research'

The second importani stage in the estimation of seasonalrty from growth

increments involves estabìishing a moder for the rate of growth and timing for the

deposìtion of structurally different increments A theoretical or empirical model of

expected seasonal growth is requìred in order estimate the season-of-death associated

with specìfic growth readings (Monks 1981 : '193) The accuracy of the estimation is



dependent upon the strength of the model The growth model used in this research is

developedfromemp¡ricalobservationsofrockfishVertebraecollectedwithinthestudy

areaoveraone.yearperiodandbasictheoretìcalconceptsregardingtheseasonal

grovvth of fìshes.

1.4 ArchaeologicalSamPle

ThearchaeologicalsampleforthisresearchoriginatesfromthreesìtesinBarkley

SoundonthewestcoastofVancouverlsland'TheseSitescomefromtwoimportant

environmentalsettingswith¡nthestudyarea:theouterPacificcoast;andtheshoreof

Barkley Sound. Collectively, materials from these s¡tes reflect ihe last 4000 years of

human occupation in Barkley Sound'

Thesampleusedcomprisesalloftheintactrockfishthorac¡cvertebraefrom

thesesitesthatcoutddatedbyradiocarbonestimates,type-artifacts,orrelative

stratigraphy. Rockfish thoracic vertebrae are defined' following Cannon (1987: 21)' as

the first five vertebrae (count¡ng from head to tail and excluding the atlas) in the spinal

column.Rockfìshthoracicvertebraearedistinguishedfromcaudalandpre-caudal

vertebrae primar¡ly by the absence of haemal spines and by the presence of facets

associated with rib attachments (Cannon 1987:91)'

1.5 TheoreticalAPProach

The approach taken in the following research is grounded in the "cultural

ecology" theoretical perspective This perspective focuses on the dynamic relationship

betweenenvìronmentandculture(Trigger1989:281).JulianSteward(1959)provided

the first explicit formulation of culturat ecology (Trigger'1989: 281); he defined it as "the

study of the processes by which a society adapts to its environment (Sieward 1968:

337)". According to Steward (1968), cultures should be analyzed as environmental



adaptat¡ons; where the "environment" encompasses a broad range of var¡ables,

including such aspects as terraìn, surrounding materials, and other social groups.

Steward proposes that the interpretation of cultures and culture change should

begin by focusing on that part of culture ("culture core") which is most closely connected

to the physical world (i.e. subsistence or productive strategies) (1955: 209). The cultural

core, in turn, is seen as shaping (and shaped by) other culture features (e'9. socíal

organization).

The following research examines the exploitai¡on of a single resource, rockfish,

as part of an overall subsistence strategy of which seasonal mobility may' or may not,

have been a necessary component. According to cultural ecological theory, subsistence

and set ement strategies (as "core" features) are fundamental to the interpretaiion of

cultures.

The exploitation of a single resource, rockfish, ¡s exam¡ned as part of an overall

subsistence strategy of which seasonal mobil¡ty may, or may not, have been a

necessary component. Two models which attempt to explain the pattern of seasonal

mobility observed among ethnographic Nuu-chah-nulth groups are considered: one

regards ethnohistorically documented patterns of mobile settlement and subsistence as

a required and longstanding adaptation to the natural environment (e.g.Dewhirst 1980:

15; Sutttes 1987a, 1987b); the other regards the ethnographic pattern of seasonal

mobilìty as an adaptatÌon to reduced population size and to felat¡veìy recent changes in

the socio-culturally defìned natural environment (i.e. the expansion of the number and

variety of resource areas to which groups held rights) (e g, McMillan 1999: 196)

Differences in the seasonal pattern¡ng of rockfish remains from the study area, with

respect to site-setting and depositional time-period, are interpreted in relation to the

archaeological implications of these two ecologicaìly grounded views



1.6 Summary

The question of when (at what time of year) rockfish were exploited at several

sìtes within the tradiiional Toquaht terr¡tory is addressed here The examination of

rockfìsh utilization provides insight into a little-studied component of Nuu-chah-nulth

Subsistence.Theseasonaltimingofrockfishexploitatìonintwodifferentenvironmentâl

settings has impl¡cations for the seasonal scheduling of exploitation of other food

resources, and it provides a means of testing two models of Nuu-chah-nulth subsistence

and settlement strategies'

lncremental growth mark analysis is used to assess the season-of-death of

rockfish recovered from three village sites within the Toquaht siudy area and thereby

reveal associated patterns of seasonal rockfish exploitation The selected technique

involves the analysis of growth rings on the centrum surface of vertebrae ln order to

est¡mate season_of-death from these readings, a common moder of rockfish growth is

develoPed here for the first time'



Chapter 2 - Background to the Research

2.0 The Northwest Coast Culture Area

Exact definitions vary, but the Northwest coast culture area (Figure 2 0 1) is

generally thought to extend from the northern California Coast to Yakutat Bay at the

northern end of the Alaska Panhandle (Matson and Coupland 1995; AmeS 1999; Suttles

1990). Though there are signìficant environmental and cultural differences within this

broad region, it ¡s possible to describe the culture area in general terms (below)'

The climate of the Northwest Coast is moderate' with warm summers and cool

wetwinters.Theregion'sclimateisprobablymostoftencharacterizedbytheamountÕf

precipitation ìt receives. Annual precipitation here typically exceeds 1000 mm' even at

the southern or "dry" end of the Northwesi Coast (Matson and Coupland 1995)'

Vegetation in the region is dominated by rain-adapted coniferous forest Asìtka spruce-

WesternhemlockforestisfoundalongthecoastfromtheCaliforniabordertoYakutat

Bay (Suttles 1990: 2). Other firs, spruces' cedars' and redwoods are found in different

areas along the coast. The area is also characterized by the richness of its marine

environment.TheabundanceandeconomicimportanceofPacificsalmon(genus

Oncorhynchus) is one of the best-known characteristics of the Northwest Coast culture

area'However'avarietyofothermarineandintertidalresourcesareavailablealongthe

coast.lmportantmarinefishincludehalibutandotherflatfish'Pacificcod,Pacific

herr¡ng, rockfish (Sebasfes Spp'), and eulachon (Matson and Coupland 1995; Suttles

1990: 12).

The indigenous peoples of North America's Northwest coast share many cultural

characteristics. All of the peoples ìncluded within this culture area relied on hunting and

gathering for subsistence with an emphasis on fishing Due to the limited seasonal

availability of many marine resources, particularly salmon' most Northwest Coast groups
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adopted mass harvesting along with preservation and storage technologies (Matson and

Coupland 1995). The traditional material culture of Northwest Coast peoples was

typifìed by an emphasis on bone and antler work¡ng' woodworking' and pecked and

groundstonetechnology.lndeed,NorthwestCoastcarversandcraftsmenstillproduce

oneoftheworld'smostfamousartstyles(Ames1999).Bycontrast,theflakedstone

industry was poorly developed and ceramics were unknown (Maison and Coupland

1995). A settlement pattern involving the amalgamation of large groups (commonly over

100 people) in semi-permanent winter villages was also typical for the entire Northwest

coastculturearea(Matsonandcouplandlgg5;Suttles199O:4)Hered¡tarysociel

inequalityisanotherdefiningcharacteristicofNorthwestCoastsocieties.Threedistinci

soc¡al groups existed - a t¡tled upper class' an untitled class of commoners' and slaves

(MatsonandCouplandlggS;Suttles1990:4)'Classinclusionwasbasedonprincipals

of res¡dential kinship and descent (generally bilateral' ihough matrilineal among some

northerngroups)(Suttles199o:4).Elitesmaintaìnedandvalidatedtheirclaimstostatus

through their wealth. Closely associated with these concepts of rank and status was a

notion of private property that gave nobles unìque rights to resources and resource

locations.

AlthoughcutturalsimilaritiesexistWithintheNorthwestCoastculturearea,itisby

no means culturally homogçneous At the time of European contact' the Northwest

Coast was the second most diverse linguistic area in North America (following California)

(Thomson and Kinkade 1990: 31). lt encompassed up to 45 languages (Fig 2 0 2)

belonging to at least seven language famìlies including Na-Dene' Haida' Tsìmshian'

Wakashan,Chìmakuan,salishan,andPenutian(Suttles1990;MatsonandCoupland

1995)'TheNorthwestCoastvolumeofihesmithsonianlnstìtute,s.,HandbookofNorth

Americanlndians,'(SturteVant1990)identìfies2gdistinctSocio-linguisticgroupS

inhabiting the culture-area. These socìo-linguistic groups do not describe single political
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entit¡es or single societies (i.e. individual local groups, tribes, or confederacies); rather,

they represent populations that share a common |anguage or language family and that

are closely l¡nked culturally and socially (Ames 1999). D¡fferences between separate

socio-linguistic groups may be evident in their residence patterns, artistic tradit¡ons,

material cultures, and subsistence economies. However, interaction withín greater

regìonal systems of trade, intermarriage, and ritual (e.9. potlatches) frequently crosscut

socio-linguistic and cuìtural divisions (Suttles 1990: '16). Therefore, sociolinguisitic

groups can not be regarded as entirely independent systems, operating outside of a

broader Northwest Coast regional context.

2.1 Northwest Coast Pre-H¡story

The time of the initial peoplìng of the Northwest Coast is uncertain. lt likely

occurred as part of the major population expans¡on throughout North America that

followed the end of the last glaciation about 13,000 years ago (Fladmark 1986). The

earliest archaeolog¡cal rema¡ns from the Northwest Coast consist mostly of stone tools

(Carlson 1990: 60). Fladmark (1986) defìnes th¡s early period in the region's past as the

"Lithic Stage", dating from about 12,000 to 5000 years ago. This period is identified by

at least four technological traditions: the Fluted Poìnt and the Stemmed Point traditions

in the south, the more widespread Pebble Tool tradition, and the predominantly northern

Microblade Trad¡tion. The typological dist¡nctiveness and geographical pattern¡ng of

these traditions ¡s generally taken to indìcate that they represent distinct cultural

trad¡tions and possibly separate populations (Carlson 1990; Fladmark 1986; Matson and

Coupland 1995). The Fluted Point and Stemmed po¡nt Traditions are the oldest and

likely spread to the Northwest Coast from the interior of North America via the Columbia

River between 1 1 ,000 and 10,000 years ago (Carlson '1 990: 61). The two other
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tradit¡ons are lÌkely more recent, emerging bet\iveen about 10,000 and 9000 years ago,

and appear to be of coastal origin (Carlson 1990: 61)

Fladmark (1986) uses the term "Early Developmenial Stage" to describe the

period between about 5500 and 3500 years ago. Many general Northwest coast

cultural characteristics seem to have first appeared during this perìod. The Early

Developmental stage is best known archaeologicatly by the charles and Mayne phases

of the cultural sequence from British columbia's southern coast (Mitchell 1990]. 297).

Throughout the Northwest coast, th¡s period is associated with an increase in both the

number and size of archaeological sìtes. Many of the sites associated with this period

are large shell-middens - suggesting the development of more intensive patterns of s¡te

occupaiion, including the establishment of semi-permanent w¡nter-villages (Fladmark

1986). Art objects, status symbols and human burials associated with this period further

suggest the development of increasingly complex societies and belief systems'

Most of the main features associated with Northwest coast cultures seem to

have been attained by the period between about 3500 and 1500 years ago (Fladmark

1986). Fladmark (1986) terms this period the "Middle Developmental Stage" This

period is best known by the Locarno Beach and Marpole phases of the afchaeologìcal

sequence from the southern mainland coast of British columbia (Mitchell 1990: 297).

The development of stofage technology at thìs time is thought to have played an

important role in the emergence of characterìst¡c Northwest coast ways of lìfe (McMillan

1998: 5; Coupland 1998: 44). A storage-based economy is thought to have allowed

higher population levels and it is generally agreed that social stratifìcation fully emerged

only after salmon specìalization and storage techniques were in place (McMillan 1999:

123). Throughout the Northwest coast, archaeoìogical s¡tes from this period are

generally larger and show sìgns of greater permanence than those from preceding

periods (Ftadmark 1986). Among other developments, the Middle Developmental stage
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prov¡des the first clear archaeological evidence of large plank houses characteristic of

historic Northwest Coast villages (Fladmark 1986). Regional dìfferences persisted

throughout this period and are evidenced by differences in lithic technology; particularly

by the presence and abundance of flaked-stone, ground-stone, and mìcroblade tools.

Archaeological remains from the last 1500 years of Northwest Coast's past -

Fladmark's (1986) "Late Developmental Stage" - are generally assumed to represent the

prehistory of populat¡ons living in those locat¡ons at the time of European contact'

Therefore, the archaeological study of this period is generally divided into the specific

pre-hìstor¡es of separate socio-linguist¡c or tribal groups in existence today.

2.2 The Nuu-chah-nulth

The study area is situated within the geographical distribution of the Nuu-chah-

nulth socio-linguistic group, part of the broader distribution of "Nootkan" languages within

the Wakashan language family. The Wakashan language family includes six languages

and is divided into a northern and a southern branch. Three languages are represented

the northern branch: Kwakwala (spoken by the Kwakwaka'wakw people - formerly called

the Southern Kwakiutl - located on the north coast of Vancouver lsìand and the adjacent

mainland coast), Heiltsuk (spoken by people at Bella Bella), and Haisla (spoken at

Kitimaat) (McMillan 1999: 1 3). The southern branch contains the three "Nootkan"

languages: 1) Nuu-chah-nulth (formerly "Nootka"), spoken by people from Barkley

sound to cape cook an the west coast of Vancouver lsland, 2) D¡tidaht (formerly

Nitinat), spoken by Vancouver lsland groups south of Barkley Sound, and 3) Makah'

spoken on the north-western tip of the olympic Peninsula in washington state (McMillan

1999: 13). Although most lingu¡sts identify these as separate languages because they

are not mutually intelligible, the aborìginal peoples of the area have a strong sense of

shared culture and consider Nuu-chah-nulth, Ditidaht, and Makah to be a single
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language (McMillan 1999: 14). Anthropological researchers either group Nootkan

speakers into a single sociolinguistic group or recognize the Nuu-chah-nulth' Ditdaht'

andMakahasdistinct.Furtherconfusingtheissue,theterm.,Nootka,'hasbeen

varìously used to refer to: the autonomous political group occupying Nooika Sound; the

Nuu-chah-nulthsocio-linguisticgroup;orasacolIectivetermforallthreeNootkansocio-

linguisticgroups.Theterm,.Nootka''isusedhereonlyWhencollectivelydescribìngthe

Nuu-chah-nulth, Ditidaht, and Makah, in order to avoid such confusion'

The "Nootka" were organized into 20 named, politically autonomous' local groups

(Figure 2.1.2) (Matson and Coupland 1995) These correspond' more or less' to the

sixteenlegallyrecognizedbandsofNuu-chah-nulth,Ditidaht,andMakahthatex¡sttoday

- although some groups have disappeared or have amalgamated into larger political

unìts (McMillan 1999: '14). The local group - centering on a family of chiefs who owned

territorial rights, houses, and various other privileges - was the basic social and

economic unìt in the Nuu-chah-nulth political system (Drucker 1951: 33) These groups

usually shared a winter village and took their name from their'place' (a sìte at their

fishinggroundwherethey.belonged')'orfromachief'Theyalsofirmlybelievedthey

descendedfromacommonancestor(McMillan1999:'13)Localgroupshadclearly

defìnedterritorialboundaries,andaccesstoresourcesWithinthoseboundarieswas

strictlycontrolled.ThelocalgroupwasthebasicpoliticalunitinNuu-chah-nulthsociety;

itwasalsodiv¡dedintovaryingnumbersofsubgroups,called..septs''byBoas(1891).

TheserepresentdifferentlinesofdescentfromthecommonancestorassociatedWith

each local group (McMillan 1999: 13)

2.3 Environmental Setting - The West Coast of Vancouver lsland

The tradìt¡onal territory of the Nuu-chah-nulth ¡s a stretch of roughly 300 km of

rugged coastline on the west coast of Vancouver Island (Figure 21 2) lt is domìnated
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on one side by the steep lsland Mountains and on the other by the North Pacific Ocean

The region is characterized by two major geographical settings: an "outside" outer

coast/Íord mouth environment, and an "inside" ¡nner tord/river mouth environment.

These two geographical sett¡ngs were recognized by the Nuu-chah-nulth and referred to

as "kla'a" and "hilsts" respectively (Dewhirst 1980: 9).

The outer coast is typically rugged, rocky, relatively unbroken and totally exposed

to the open ocean. An undersea shelf extends a short distance offshore: the 2o-fathom

line extends offshore about 5 kilometers; the So-fathom line extends from 6 to 14

kilometers (Dewhirst 1980: 10). Offshore banks, reefs and rocks belonging to this shelf

support cons¡derable tidal, pelagic and demersal food resources. A riparian lowland

(less than 200 meters above sea level) extends inland for up to about 5 kilometers along

the outer coast (Dewhirst 1980: 10). The lowland contains an occasional lake near the

shore and generally few streams of consequence.

The "inside" setting is made up of inlets that vary in length from a few kilometers

to 60 kilometers in the Alberni lnlet. Relief increases with distance ìnland where hills and

mountains rise to as much as 1400 meters above the sea (Dewhirsi 1980: 10). Major

rivers at inlet heads and lesser streams along their sides break up the typically steep

and rocky shores. Marine resources in the inlets are generally poorerthan those of the

"outs¡de". However, the "¡nside" setting contains many other rìch, though seasonalìy

fluctuat¡ng, resources (Dewh¡rst 1980: 10). Many of the larger inside streams support

good-sìzed salmon runs, though these are generally less productive than those of the

mainland. Land mammals and edible plants are also plentiful on the inside.

The coastal western hemlock biogeoclimatic zone character¡zes the terrestrìal

environment of both settings. This env¡ronment is supported by a wet, rainy climate with

an annual prec¡p¡tation of 165 to 665 cm. Precipitation increases with proximity to the

lsland Mountains (Dewhirst 1980: 1 0). Winters are mild (January mean monthìy
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temperatures fluctuate between -4" and 5' C) and wet, accounting for f¡om 30 to 40

percent of total annual precip¡tation. Summers are cool (July mean monthly, 13' to 18'

C) and comparatively dry, receiving 7 to 15 percent of annual precip¡tation (Dewhirst

1980: l0). The coastal western hemlock zone supports a predominantly coniferous

rainforest characterized by Douglas fir, western hemlock, western red cedar, pacific

silver fir, Sitka spruce, lodgepole pine, western white pine and yellow cypress (Dewhirst

1980: 10).

It ¡s reasonable to assume that the environmental conditions on the coast, as

described here, have remained relatively stable for the last 5000 years (Coupland 1998:

37) The major process that impacted the early Holocene environment of th¡s region

was sea tevel change following the end of the Pleistocene. Deglaciation and

subsequent tectonic uplìft led to the establishment of present sea levels by about 5000

BP (Coupland 1998: 37).

2.4 Nuu-chah-nulth Culture History

No archaeological sites have yet been found in the Nuu-chah-nulth area that

predate c.5500 BP - corresponding to Fladmark's (1986) "Lithic Stage" of Northwest

Coast prehistory (McM¡llan 1999: 104). The earìiest evidence of human occupat¡on on

Vancouver lsland comes from the Bear Cove site and from similar finds made at

Quatsino Sound - located, respectively, on the northeasi and northwest coasts of the

island. Assemblages from both locations contain Pebble Tool TraditÌon type artifacts

and date to between about 9000 and 8000 BP (McMillan 1999: 104). Faunal materiaì

from Bear Cove suggests a more maritìme orientatìon than is commonly associated with

Pebble tool tradition srtes (Carlson 1990: 63).

Major excavations have been undertaken within the Nuu-chah-nulth area at

Yuquot in Nootka Sound (Dewhirst 1980), Shoemaker Bay at the head of Alberni lnlet
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(McMillan and St.Claire 1982), and at several sites in the vicinity of Hesquiat Harbour

(Calvert 1980; Haggarty 1982) and Barkley Sound (McMillan and St.Claire 1996).

Yuquot, with a date of about 4200 BP - corresponding to Fladmark's (1986)

"Middle Developmental Stage" - is the oldest site in Nuu-chah-nulth territory (Mitchell

1990: 357). Evidence of much earlier occupation in surrounding regions (i.e. northern

Vancouver lsland and the adjacent mainland coast), however, suggest that

archaeological evidence of this region's earliest Ínhabitants has yet to be discovered

(Coupland 1998: 39). Yuquot's principal investigator, Dewhirst (1980) stresses cultural

contìnuity through to the historic period and suggests that, even for this early period,

many characteristic Nuu-chah-nulth traits were already in place at Yuquot.

M¡tchell (1990: 357) also stresses continuity in his proposed "West Coast" culture

type which he applies to the entire west coast of Vancouver lsland for the period from

about 5000 BP to European contact. The culture type is identifìed primarily by the

dominance of small bone points and bipoints and by the absence flaked stone tools.

Like Dewhirst, Mitche¡l considers the early West Coast materials to be so like historic

Nuu-chah-nulth technology that he character¡zes the ent¡re area as one "of relatively l¡ttìe

change in subsistence and other aspects of technology (1990: 357)". Mitchell's

classifìcation ¡s based principally on the exam¡nation of excavated mater¡als fromYuquot

(Dewhirst 1980), Hesquiat Harbour (Calvert 1980; Haggarty 1982), and to a lesser

extent Shoemaker Bay (McMìllan and St.Claire 1982),

Wh¡le Dewhirst and Mitchell stress cultural continuity and stability, more recent

excavatìons of several sites in Barkley Sound suggest a slightly different picture - at

least for this port¡on of the coast (McM¡llan 1998). Carbon dates from Ch'uumat'aa

¡ndìcate that this site was occupied as early as 4000 BP. Materials from the site

predating 2000 BP share many character¡stics (particularly chipped stone tools) with the

adjacent mainland Gulf of Georgia Locarno Beach stage and are distinct from those
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found during the contemporary period at Yuquot. Th¡s is taken by McMillan (1998) to

suggest a long perìod of occupation prior to Nuu-chah-nulth arrival.

The f¡rst known contact between Europeans and Nuu-chah-nulth peoples

occurred in 1774, when Juan Pérez, captain of the Spanish frigale Santiago. exchanged

gifts with local inhabiiants in the vicinity of Hesquiat Peninsula (McMillan 1999). ln 1778

James Cook visited Nootka Sound where he stayed for nearly a month and traded iron

and other metals for sea otter pelts. These pelts were sold in China for great profits and

shortly thereafter an international maritime fur trade was established on the Northwest

Coast (Amira and Dewhirst 1990). The intensive trade in otter pelts only lasted until the

early 191h century, but it's impact on Nuu-chah-nulth societies was severe. Nuu-chah-

nulth populat¡ons plummeted dur¡ng the 19th century as a result of introduced diseases

and endemic warfare over the control of resources (McMillan 1999).

2.5 Nuu-chah-nulth Subsistence - the Seasonal Round

Nuu-chah-nulth subsistence during the early-coniact period was characterized by

a pattern of seasonal mobility between sem¡-permanent villages and resource

procurement s¡tes. Th¡s pattern has been described as a "seasonal round" (Dewhirst

1980: 11-12; Amira 1983; Mitchell 1983, 1990). Drucker (1951 : 33-36) was the first to

describe a general model of the Nuu-chah-nulth seasonal round: 1) in late fall local

groups move from their fishing camps situated at or near stream mouths (commonly at

"inside" settings) to more protected, "inside", tribal wìnter vrllages. Here they subsist

mostly on stored salmon; 2) as stores begin to run out, local groups move to spring

herring spawning sites in order to harvest fish and eggs, 3) by summer people are

encamped in their "outside" s¡tes in order to exploit maritime resources (hatibut fishing

and whaling were considered to be particularly important); 4) in late summer/early fall
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local groups would return to their fishing camps in order to take advantage of the fall

salmon run.

The antiquity of the ethnographically documented Nuu-chah-nulth system of

subs¡stence and settlement has become a subject of debate (e.g.Calvert 1980; Dewhirst

1980; McM¡llian 1999; Suttles 1962). One hypothesis is that successful adaptation to

the West Coast environment requ¡red a pattern of seasonal mob¡l¡ty (i.e. while resources

on the coast were abundant, they were too spatially and temporally patchy to be

successfully exploited without some form residential mobility [Suttles 1962]). If this

hypothesis holds, one would expect to find evrdence for the considerable antÌquity of the

ethnographic pattern of seasonal movement in the archaeological record. Dewhirst's

(1980) archaeolog¡cal examination of the Yuquot site in Nootka Sound seemingly

supports this hypothesis. He interprets his findings as evidence thatthe histor¡c pattern

of movement between inner and outer locations was long establìshed (Dewhirst 1980:

l5). He extends this argument to propose that successful adaptat¡on to the coast

requ¡red that groups have access to both inside and outs¡de settings.

The opposing hypothes¡s asserts that the pattern of seasonal mobility observed

in the ethnographic record is a product of relatively recent historical forces. Researchers

such as McMillan (1999), Calvert (1980), and St.Claire (1991) trace the ubiquity of the

ethnograph¡c pattern throughout the Nuu-chah-nulth region to fundamental changes in

social organizatìon and settlement pattern that occurred very early in the post-contact

period. These changes are seen as resulting from drastically reduced populations due

to introduced dÌseases and intensified warfare - a result of destabilized economies and

differential access to European goods, especially fìrearms.

According to Mcl\4¡llan (1999: 196), prior to European contact Nuu-chah-nulth

territory was occup¡ed by many autonomous political groups exploiting relatively small

terrìtories from central locations that were occupied more or less year-round. As
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populations dropped in size, amalgamations of political groups were required. This

resulted in each pol¡tical group holding much more territory, which could only be

effectively exploited through a seasonal pattern of movement. This then, was the origin

of the "universal" Nuu-chah-nulth practice as recorded in the ethnographic sources (e.g.

Drucker 1951: 33-36). lf the seasonal round is an artifacl of early historic forces then

archaeological evidence for changing patterns of seasonal s¡te use will be visible.

According to McMillan's hypothesis, large sites (such as T'ukw'aa) should show

ev¡dence of year-round occupation in the pre-Contact per¡od.

This second hypothesis is supported by archaeological investigations at several

Iocations on the Northwest Coast. Calvert's (1980) faunal analys¡s of three sites in

Hesquiat Harbour documents year-round occupation in the pre-contact period and

indicates that access to different local habitats accounts for most of the assemblage

variaiion between s¡tes. On the Olympic Peninsula in Washington State (the traditional

homeland of the Makah who share a close cultural affinity with the Nuu-chah-nulth)

faunal analyses by Huelsbeck and Wessen (1995) indicate that what were initìally

described as seasonal winter v¡llages were actually occup¡ed for much or all of the year.

Farther north, in the Coastal Tsimshian area, a similar picture emerges from Stewart and

Stewart's (1996) faunal analysis of the Boardwalk and Grassy Bay sites near Prìnce

Rupert. The historically observed subsistence pattern ¡n this area involved amalgamation

¡n large winter villages with smaller fishing sìtes being occupied at other times of year

(Stewart and Stewart '1996:40). Their research suggests that prehistoric Boardwalk was

occupied year-round (Stewart and Stewart 1996:57).

Therefore, there are two d¡stinct models for seasonal site occupatÌon on thewest

coast of Vancouver lsland during the pre-contact period, One model (Dewhirst 1980:

11-12, 15) predicts that sites were occupied on a seasonal basis according to their

proximity to seasonally available resources, weather, quantities of winter provisions,
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ownersh¡p of resource properties, and threat of warfare. lnsíde sites are expected to be

associated with winter occupation while outside sites are expected to be associated with

summer occupat¡on. The other model (McMillan 1999: 128-129,196) predicts year-

round occupat¡on for all village sites regardless of setting until the beginn¡ng of the

contact period, during which the ethnographic model (Drucker 1951) emerges. These

two models are evaluated below in terms of their predictions for site seasonality using

rockfish seasonality data from several sites within Barkley sound.

2.6 Study Area

2.6.0 The Toquaht and Barkley Sound

The study area consists of the traditional territory held by theToquaht in the 1gth

century (Figure 2.6.1). Today the Toquaht are a small Nuu-chah-nulth band living near

Ucluelet on the west coast of Vancouver lsland (McMillan andSt.Claire i996: 1), Their

traditional territories include many of the islands and most of the western shoreline of

Barkley Sound (Amira el al. 1991). This region has been the focus of an ongoing

archaeoiogical research program aimed at documenting Toquaht heritage resources and

investigat¡ng Toquaht culture history (McMillan and St. Cla¡re 1991, 1992, i994, 1996).

Barkley Sound is a roughly rectangular bay about 24 km wide, which is broken

into three channels by two major island groups (the Broken Group and the Deer Group)

(McMillan & St. Claire 1982). Many ¡slands, bays, and inlets provide the sound wìth a

diversity of habitats and a wide range of marine, littoral, and terrestrial resources.

ln pre-contact times the Toquaht local group held a dominant political and

territorial position in Barkley sound (Amira ef al. 1991. 54). ln a statement to Denis

St.Claire (Amira ef a/. 1991) Bert Mack, the present hereditary chief of the Toquaht,

recalled his father telling him that, "the lToquaht] were the originalBarkley Sound group,

from which all others directly or indìrectly originated (Amira et at. 1991.54),'. Similarly,
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G.M, Sproat's (1868) description of indigenous peoples living in the vicinity of Alberni

states, "that the Toquaht ¡n Barkley Sound were generally considered by their

ne¡ghbours to be the flocal group] from which the others originated (1868: l9)". War and

disease took a heavy toll on the Toquaht during the post-contact period. ln his report to

the lndian Commissioner, Blenkinsop (1874) describes the Toquahi as "...dwindling

away from a once powerful tribe to scarcely a tenth of what they were flfty years since...

continual wars with their more powerful neighbours and disease have reduced them to

the¡r present weak state (Blenkinsop 1874:32-33)".

2.6.1 the Toquaht Annual Round

ln many cases, ethnographic and historic accounts of seasonal occupation in the

region give conflicting information. All accounts do agree, however, that some form of

seasonal movement between the sites was ¡n practice. For example, there is some

d¡sagreement between early historic and later ethnograph¡c accounts regarding site

seasonal¡ty at T'ukw'aa (Figure 2.6.2) on the outer coast. When O'Reilly laid out the site

as a reserve in 1882, he descr¡bed it as "a fishìng station used only during the sealing

season [i.e. spr¡ng/summer]" (O'Reilly 1883). However, less than a decade earlier

Blenkinsop (1874) described T'ukw'aa as a winter village.

By contrast, all of McMillan and St. Claire's (1991 : 88) modern informants

confirmed that the most extensive use of the s¡te was during the spring and summer

when halibut, cod, seals, and whales were abundant in the area. ln the fall, when salmon

began to spawn, most of the Toquaht reportedly moved to Ma'acoah and other sites at

the top of Barkley Sound.

Ethnographically, the ìnside site of Ma'acoah (Figure 2.6.2) was the major winter

village of the Toquaht (l\/cl\4illan and St. Claire 1991: 71). However, historical accounts

referring to site seasonality are agaìn conflicting. O'Reilly (1883) describes Ma'acoah as
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a winter village and fish¡ng statìon for taking advantage of the fall salmon runs;Blekinsop

(1874) refers to the site as theToquaht summer residence - reversing the seasonality of

both Ma'acoah and T'ukw'aa from most other accounts. Further complicating the issue,

modern informant Jim McKay reports that some people lived at Ma'acoah year-round

(Amira ef al. 1991:163), using it as a sort of headquarters for the exploitation of all the

surrounding creeks.

ln "The Nootka: Scenes and Studies of Savage Life", G.M. Sproat (1868)

describes the Nuu-chah-nulth annual round in general terms. As a result, some of his

accounts are vague, and it is difficult to relate them specifìcally to theToquaht or to sites

within Barkley Sound. His observations were, however, based on peoples living in and

around Alberni lnlet (includ¡ng the Toquaht) ìn the 1860's and provide some insight into

their seasonal movements;

"Following the salmon as they swim up the rivers and inlets, the
natìves place their summer encampments at some d¡stance from the
seaboard, towards which they return for the winter season about the end
of October, with a stock of dr¡ed salmon - their principal food at all times.
By this arrangement, being near the seashore, they can get shellfish, if
their stock of salmon runs short, and can also catch the first fish that
approach the shore in the early spring. Every tribe, however, does not
thus regularly folìow the salmon; some of the tribes devote this season to
whale-fìshing, or to the capture of dog-fish [traded with the British for use
in saw millsl, and supply themselves with salmon by barter wìth other
tribes. lf the natives did not thus often move their quarters, their health
would suffer from the putrid fish and other nastiness that surrounded the
camps, which the elements and the birds clear away during the t¡me of
non-occupat¡on (Sproat 1 868 p.30)."

and;

"ln fine seasons, the Aht [Nootka], following the salmon up the
inlets and streams, have been known not to return to theìr w¡nter quarters
till the end of November. A month sooner, however, ¡s about usual time
(Sproat 1868 p.39)."

This description is interestìng in several respects. First, the pattern of moving away lrom

the sea during the summer and back to the coast durìng the winter is a complete
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reversal of the general ethnographìc pattern described by Drucker (195'l: 33-36), and

reported for the Toquaht by O'Reilly (1883) and by McMillan and St.Claire's modern

informants (1991: 71). The pattern described by Sproat may reflect a part¡cular

adaptation to the long Alberni lnlet or it may be evidence of change brought about

through increased European contact. Such change may be more clearly evidenced by

the inclusion of commercial activities such as dogfìsh oil procurement in seasonally

scheduled activities.

Much of the confusion between accounts ofToquaht s¡te seasonal¡ty likely arises

from the fact that late prehistoric cultural, political, and economic systems were markedly

disrupted during the post-contact period. Disease and warfare during early European

contact clearly had a profound and negative effect on theToquaht (Amira ef al. 1991;

Blenkinsop 1874).

2.6.2 ArchaeologicalSample

The sites of interest to this research are those found in theToquaht area that are

thought to represent remnants of villages or camps. Eleven sites were identifìed in the

initial survey of the region (McMillan & St. CIaire 1992: 10). Classification of these as

village/camp sites was based on the identification of shell midden deposits and/or

accumulations of fire-cracked ¡ocks and charcoal (McMìllan & St. Claìre 1992: 8). Three

village sites (T'ukWaa, Ma'acoah, and Ch'uumat'a) were deemed to have sign¡ficant

archaeological potent¡al and were excavated as part of the Toquaht archaeological

project (McMillan & St. Claire 1991, 1992, 1994, '1996). These three sites comprise the

target group for this research (Figure 2.6.2). The location of the sites on both inner and

outer-coastal shorelines enables testing of pred¡ctions of the two opposing hypotheses

discussed above regarding the seasonal occupation of these sett¡ngs.
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2.6.2a T'ukw 'aa (DfSj -23)

Site Description:

T'ukw'aa is a large village site located near the western edge of Barkley Sound,

controll¡ng the entrance to Ucluelet lnlet. lt ¡s located within the territory that is today

Toquaht lndian Reserve No. 5. Radiocarbon dates and artifactual evidence suggest that

the s¡te was occupied from at least 990 AD up until the early 2Oih century (McMillan and

St.Claire 1992:25,36). Cultural deposits stretch for about 250 metres along the current

beach (McMillan & St. Claire 1991 22). This provides strong evidence that at one time

T'ukw'aa was a large and important village. Other evidence for the importance of the

site comes from its name, the Toquaht are literally the "people of T'ukw'aa" (McMillan &

St. Claire 1991: 22). The name itself translates as "narrow beach" (Amira et al. 1991).

According to ethnographic accounts by Boas (1891), the "sept" (subgroup) most closely

associated with this village were the most highly ranked of the eleven that made up the

Toquaht.

As noted above (Section 2.6.1), historic and ethnographic accounts of the

season of occupation at this site are conflicting. Blenkinsop (1874) descr¡bes the site as

a wìnter village while O'Reilly (1883) describes the site as a seasonal (spring/summer)

fishing station, T'ukw'aa's posit¡on on the outer coast and its proximity to outlying reefs

and small islands (Figure 2.6.2) made it a good location for the exploitation of ground

fish (including halibut and cod) and marine mammals (including seals, sea-lions, and

whales) (Amira ef a/. 1 991 : 155). These activities are generally associated with

spring/summer occupation and modern informants attest to the s¡te's former use as the

main Toquaht summer vilìage (Amira ef a/. 1991 . 155),

The T'ukw'aa site is divided into two sections (Figure 2.6.3). Most of the site is

located in the historìcally known village of the same name, The portion of the site lying in

the historical village of T'ukw'aa conta¡ns clearly visible evidence of house outlrnes and a
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large canoe run in the intertidal zone (McMillan and St. Claire 1991: 22). The other

portion of the site is located atop a rocky bluff and has been classified by the

archaeologists as a defensive or refuge area. On the top of the promontory are an

extensive shell midden and seveÍal flat areas that suggest house locations (McMillan

and St. Claire 1991:22).
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Excavated Material:

Excavations began at the T'ukw'aa site in 1991 and continued in 1992 (McMillan

and St. Cla¡re 1991, 1992). Excavations in the village part of the site revealed cultural

deposits including at least four distinct strata averaging (in total) between about 0.85 and

1.40 metres in depth (McMillan & St. Claire 1992: 32). Three radiocarbon dates which

range between 760-990 AD and 1260-13'f0 AD cal. have been obtained for this section

of the site (Append¡x 1).

Nine 2 x 2 metre and one 1 x 2 metre units were opened up in the village area

over two excavation seasons. Units were spaced more-or-less evenly across the

surface of the site (Figure 2.5.2.1). In total, 82.9 cubic metres ofmidden were excavated

from the village portion of the site (McM¡lìan andSt.Claire 1992:32). Rad¡ocarbon dates

come from two units at the north and south ends of the village portion of the site,

including unit E158-160 S62-64 (Figure 2.6.4).

Thirteen 1 x 2 metre un¡ts were excavated on the defensive portion site during

the 1991 and 1992 fìeld seasons. Seven un¡ts were joined to form an open L-shaped

area, which cut through a hìgh ridge on the top of the site. ln add¡t¡on, a 2 x 2 metre unit

was excavated on the lower slope of the defensive area. Excavation continued to

bedrock. The average depth of deposit ranged from about 0.85 to metres to 1.4 metres.

Approximately 23.3 cubic metres of mater¡al was removed from the defensive area of the

site (McMillan and St.Claire 1992: 32). Three radiocarbon dates, rang¡ng from 1175-

1280 A.D. to 1660-1880 A.D. cal., were taken from three units near the eastern edge of

th¡s portion of the site.

Historic artifacts (i.e. those of non-aborigìnaì raw mater¡als) were recovered from

both the village and defensive portions of the site. Late-19th and early 20rh century

objects (e.9. glass bottles, imported ceramics) are restricted to the central and northern

village portions of the site while early-h¡storic or proto-contact objects (e.9, rolled copper,
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glass beads) a¡e abundant in the southern-village and defensive port¡ons of the site -

suggesting a less intensive use of the defensive and southern portions ¡n the late-historic

period (McMillan and St.C¡a¡re 1992:40).

2.6.2b Ma'acoah (DfSi -5)

Site Description:

The Ma'acoah s¡te is located within Toquaht lndian Reserve No.1, about 13

kilometres up Barkley Sound from T'ukw'aa (see Figure 2.6.2). This formerly important

v¡llage was abandoned some time around the 1920's when the Toquaht resettled near

Ucluelet (McMillan and St.Claire 1991:71). Radiocarbon evidence suggests that the site

was initially occupied some time before 1355 AD. The name Ma'acoah translates as

"house on the point". This likely refers to a rocky point on the north end of the modern

reserve (McMillan & St. Claire 1991 : 73). The location of several known salmon

spawning streams near the village site suggests its importance for salmon fishing

(McMillan and St. Claire 1991: 71). The area in front of the s¡te, Ma'acoah passage, is

known to be an important herring spawning area (Amira et al. 1991).

The sept associated with Ma'acoah was, according to Boas, the second highest

ranking of the eleven Toquaht component groups (Boas 1891: 584). According to a

modern informant, "the lToquaht] head chief came from [the Ma'acoaht], the lsept]

whose name was derived from this site (Am¡ra ef al 1991 : '163)".

Again, h¡storical evidence relating to the season of occupation at ih¡s site is

conflicting. Blenkinsop (1874) refers to the site as the Toquaht summer residence while

O'Reìlly (1883) describes Ma'acoah as a winter village. The relatively protected,

"¡nside", location of the site fits with the general pattern proposed for winter vìllages by

Drucker (1951: 33-36) and Dewhirst (1980: l'f -12, '15). Thìs seasonal pattern of site

occupation ¡s supported by the accounts of modern Toquaht informants (Amira et al.
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1991).

The construction of houses and logging act¡vities carried out in the 1950's

resulted in the disturbance of much of the archaeological mater¡al from Ma'acoah.

However, shell midden depos¡ts and the remains of a canoe sk¡d are still clearly visible

at the srte (McMillan and St.Claire 1991:73).

Excavated Material:

Excavat¡on of the Ma'acoah s¡te was conducted during the 1991 fìeld season of

the Toquaht project (McMillan and St. Claire 1991). Excavat¡on of the site revealed

cultural deposits about '1.5 metres deep comprised of three distinct strata, the earliest of

which has been carbon dated to about 13'10-1355 AD cal. (McMillan and St. Claire 1991:

80).

Five 2 x 1 metre excavation units were opened at the site (Figure 2.6.5). The

three central un¡ts reached the old beach (sterile) at depths of about 'l .6 metres. The

southernmost unit was about 1.9 metres ¡n depth. The deepest unit, on the rise of the

point at the north end of the site, reached 2.4 metres. ln total, approx¡mately 18.2 cubic

metres of archaeological deposit were excavated (McMillan and St.Claire 1991 : 79).

One radiocarbon date of roughly 1310-1355 A.D. cal. has been obtained so far

for this site (Append¡x 1). It was based on wood charcoal, collected from the base of the

site at a depth of 1.5 metres (l\/cl\ilillan and St.Claire '199'1: 80). Historic artifacts from

the late post-contact period (e.9. glass, nails) were recorded to a depth ofabout 60 cm

in the dated unit, after which they are absent. The presence of theseartifacts confirms

the relatively recent abandonment of lvla'acoah.
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2.6.2c Ch'uumet'a (DfSi-4)

Site Description:

Th¡s large shell midden is located in a small cove about 2 km east ofT'ukw'aa at

the extreme southwestern edge of Barkley Sound in a location consistent with Drucker

(1951 : 33-36) and Dewhirst's (1980: 11-12, 15) "outside" s¡tes (Figure 2.6.2). The

midden spreads about 120 met¡es along the beach and about 70 metres inland

(McMillan and St.Clare 1996: 8). Parallel rows of large rocks on the beach, removed to

create a canoe skid, clearly indicate the presence of a site in this location. The site

takes its name from the large mountain beh¡nd the village (Amira et al. 1991).

Historically, Ch'uumat'a was the major village of the Ch'uumat'ath, a Toquaht

subgroup (Amìra ef al. 1991). Boas (1891 : 584) records the Ch'uumat'ath as the lowest

ranking of all eleven Toquaht septs. One of Sapir's informants recounted that "the

[Ch'uumat'ath] were originally a separate tribe with their main village at [Ch'uumat'a]

(Sapir 1 910-1 91 4: xvä: 4)" . The tribe's relatively recent inclusion w¡thin the Toquaht may

account for their low rank.

By the beginning of the 20th century the village had fallen into dìsuse and it is not

currently held as Toquaht reserve (McMillan and St.Claire 1994). Radiocarbon evidence

suggests that the ¡n¡t¡aì occupation of the site probably occurred some time before 2310

BC (McMillan and St.Claire 1996: 17).

No ethnographic or historical data desc¡ibe the seasonal timing or economic

function of this site. All of the "outside" resources available atT'ukw'aa would also have

been easily accessible here. The general models of site seasonality proposed by

Drucker (1951: 33-36) and Dewhirst (1980: '1 1-12, 15) predict summer occupatìon based

on location-



Excavated Material:

Excavation of the Ch'uumat'a site was begun in earnest in 1994 and continued

during the 1996 field season (McM¡llan and St. Claire 1994, 1996). The main focus of

excavation was a 7 x 2 metre trench (Figure 2.6.6) containing over 4 metres of cultural

deposits, represented by at least nine stratigraphic levels (F¡gure 2.6.7). About 68.3

cubic metres of matrix were removed from this trench. Four other 2 x 2 metre un¡ts were

also excavated. ln total, about 115.7 cubic metres of deposit were excavated at

Ch'uumat'a.

A total of sixteen radiocarbon dates for the site were taken from each of the

excavated units. Nine radiocarbon dates were obta¡ned from various levels within the

main trench. These range from 2855-2310 BC cal. in the basal deposit, to 127O-13OO

BC cal. at a depth of about 3 cm (see Appendix 1- Toquaht rad¡ocarbon dates). No

historic artifacts were recovered from the ma¡n trench. Only three non-aboriginal

artifacts were recovered from Ch'uumat'a - all from the upper levels of units in the front

(seaward) portion of the site (McMillan and St.Cla¡re 1996: 23). These include a piece of

rolled copper, a ceramic sherd, and a glass bead. These items are associated with the

early historic or proto-contact period and are, therefore, cons¡stent with ethnographic

accounts of the village's abandonment prior to the early 20th century (McM¡llan and

St.Claire 1994: 8). Several artifacts w¡th apparent Gulf of Georgia characteristics (i.e.

flaked or ìncised stone) were also recovered from the main trench (McMillan and

St.Claire 1996:25-26). These were all recovered from layers that pre-date 2000 BP.

The considerable antìquity of this sìte gives ¡t a relatively unique place in the

archaeology of the west coast of Vancouver lsland. lndeed on¡y one other site in the

Nuu-chah-nulth region, Yuquot (in Nootka Sound), also has cultural deposits spanning

the last 4000 years (McMillan and St. C¡aire 1996: 8). Analysis of cultural material from

Ch'uumat'a has already lead to significant revisions of earlier thinking about Nuu-chah-
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nulth preh¡story and the peopling of the west coast of Vancouver lsland (Section 2.6).
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Chapter 3 - Seasonality Studies

3.0 SeasonalityStudies

Seasonality studies in archaeology are aimed at identifying the time of year that

sites were occup¡ed or when specific activities took place there (Monks 1981). These

studies are particularly relevant in the examination of hunter-gatherers, for whom

mob¡lity and seasonal resource scheduling are widely considered defining characteristícs

(Bindford 1980; Kelly 1992; Lee and DeVore '1968; Steward 1938). When, how, and

why hunter-gatherers move about their environment at different times of year is often

cons¡dered to affect their economic base (e.9. Bettinger 1991 ; Winterhandler and Smith

1981), social/political structure (e.9. Mitchell '1983), and even their moral and religíous

beliefs (Mauss 1906).

Many natural phenomena, specifically those linked to the growih of organisms

are cyclical events with annual or sub-annual seasonal tim¡ng. Most archaeological

seasonal¡ty studies rely on identifying evidence of these natural phenomena in the

archaeological record. Studies generally take one of two forms: 1) general - a broad

exam¡nation of faunal and/or floral remains from archaeological contexts in order to

identify seasonal abundance of taxa; or 2) specific - the determinat¡on of season-of-

death for individual organisms from morphological markers such as antlers or through

the analysis of incremental growth structures. Both types of studyare dependant upon

a number of assumptions regarding past environmental conditions, the growth of

organisms, and human activities. The two approaches do not necessarily share the

same set of underlying assumptions. As a result, one technique may be used to provide

separate support for (or call into question) results obtained usìng the other.
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3.1 lncremental Growth Structures

lncremental growth structures are defined as "distinctive, self-contained additions

to the previous growth of an organism" (Monks 1981: '193). These structures are the

product of d¡fferential deposition of tissue throughout the year and the annual occurrence

of a period of grov'rth arrest.

lncremental growth structures have been observed in a number of different

organisms and tissues. Archaeological seasonality stud¡es involvìng growth increment

analysis have utilized: the bones and teeth of terrestrial mammals (e.9. Burke 1995;

Grue and Jensen 1967; Klevezal 1999; Leberman and Meadow 1992; Pike-Tay 1991);

flsh otoliths, scales, fin-rays, and bones (e.9. Noe-Nygaard 1983; Le Cren 1947);

mollusc shells (e.9, Classen 1993; Ham and lrvine 1975); and wood (e.9. Bannister

1963),

There is a wide range of confusing and often conflict¡ng terminology used to

describe incremental structures in mineralized tissues(Gordon 1993). This research will

use the following definitions adapted from Burke (1995: 6):

zone: a relatively wide band of deposition corresponding to a period of rapid growth.
ln temperate climates these are often associated with summer growth.

annulus (plural : annuli): a relatìvely narrow band of depos¡tion corresponding to a
period of slowed growth. ln temperate cl¡mates these often correspond to winter
growth.

. line of arrested growth (LAG): a narrow, visually dramatic, break in deposition
corresponding to cessat¡on of growth, often falling within annuli.

. growth layer group (GLG): the collective term for structures comprÌsing a full annual
growth cycle-

Estimations of season of death from growth structures in mineralised tissues are

either derived by observing the nature of the final increment (¡.e, does growth terminate
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in a partial or complete zone, annulus, or LAG?) or by measuring the amount of growth

in the final GLG. ln order to derive date of death estimates from final GLG grov'rth

measurements, the amount of tissue deposited in the final GLG is compared with a

model of expected annual deposition (e.9. a growth curve). Where absolute growth

between spec¡mens is variable, measurements must be standardised. Standardised

growth measurements are generally expressed as a proportion (ratio) of expected

growth for a complete growth period (Monks and Johnston 1993). The expected annual

growth for a specimen may be estimated by measuring the penultimate growth

increment or by averagìng several preceding growth increments (Monks 1981 ; Gordon

1993). Because growth rate generally slows with age, estimating expected growth from

preceding increments is not always straightforward.

The accurate estimation of season of death requlres referral to a reference

collection (¡.e. specimens of the species being examined with known date of death).

Examination of a reference collection is needed to establish the periodìcìty of the growth

¡ncrements being examined (some growth structures have sub-annual cycles, others are

not cyclical) and to assess the amount of variabilrty within and between indivìduals

(Burke and Castanei 1995).

The reference collection should consist of the same species that are examined

archaeologically. The reference specimens should also ideally come from the same

environmental and eco¡ogical setting as that expected for the archaeological specimens

(Burke 1 995: l5-16). Thìs is particularìy the case when studying fish given the highly

plastic nature of fish growth (Weatherley and Gill 1987: 4). Different populations of the

same species of fish under different ecological or climatic conditions can exhibit very

different growth rates. Other important considerations when assembling a reference

collection include: adequate representation of age and sex classes, sufflcient annual

coverage, and statistically representative sample sizes.
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3.2 Recording Structures in F¡sh

The mineralised tissues of many fish species, particularly those found in

temperate environments, are well suited for this kind of analysis. Fish are generally

poikilotherms (¡.e. they do not internally regulate their body temperatures), and their rate

of growth is highly sensitive to seasonal changes in external temperature (Ricker 1979).

Fish grow relatively rapidly in months associated with warm water temperatures and

more slowly in months associated with cooler water. The highly seasonal nature of fìsh

growth is often evidenced in their mineralized tissues.

Several kinds of calcified structure are known to exhibit incremental growth and

have been used to estimate age and season of death of fish. The most commonly used

structures are otoliths, scales, fin-rays, dorsal spines, and vertebrae. Among fìsher¡es

researchers, otoliths are generally the preferred structure because of their demonstrated

annual growth pattern and, consequently, their detailed and accurate recording of fish

growth (Casselman 1983; Chilton and Beamish 1982). Unfortunately, otol¡ths are rarely

recovered during archaeological excavations. This is likely due to the unstable nature of

their mineral composition (aragonite) compared to the hydroxyapatite of bone (Colley

1984). lt may also be that in many cases otoliths are simply overlooked due to their

relatively small size and non-descript form (Van Neer ef a/. 1999). Nootoliths have been

recovered from the Toquaht material (Monks, pers. comm. 2000).

Scales were the first structure to be used for aging and seasonal estimates of the

time of death of flsh (see review by Casselman, 1974). They are excellent recorders of

growth, however, they are very fragile and preservation is an issue (Colley 1984:22O).

Further, a single fish may be represented in an archaeologìcal collection by thousands of

scales; as a result, it is particularly difficult to establ¡sh sample independence or to
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quantify rema¡ns using measures such as MNI (minimum number of individuals). No

scales have been recovered from the Toquaht material (Monks, pers. comm. 2000).

Given the problems associated with otoliths and scales, most archaeologícal

seasonality studies using fish remains have relied upon spines (e.9. Morey 1983) or,

more commonly, vertebrae (e.9. Noe-Nygaard 1983; Van Neer et a/. 1999; LeGall 1981,

1994; Casieel 1972, 1974, Cannon 1988; Rojo 1987). Fish vertebrae are relatively

robust and comprise one of the most commonly found fish remains in archaeological

investigations (Colfey 1984: 220; Casteel 1976). The research presented here employs

a technique of seasonal estimation based upon the analysis of vertebral centra.

3.3 Seasonal Dating from Fish Vertebrae

The deposition of layers of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and the protein ostein

during the embryogenesis and development of fish vertebrae follows a cyclic pattern

(Rojo 1987: 209). Th¡s pattern is characterized by an alternation of zones (wide bands

corresponding to rapid growth during periods of food abundance and warm

temperatures) and annul¡ (narrow bands, formed during the colder perìod of the year).

These bands are visible as concentr¡c rings on the concave facets of the vertebralcentra

(Figure 3.3). A wide (zone) and a narrow band (annulus) together form a growth layer

group (GLG), whìch corresponds to one year's growth. The width of the first GLG, also

called the core, depends on the time elapsed between hatching of the embryo and the

first wìnter (Rojo 1987: 209). The second GLG is much w¡der than the first and from

then on the width of consecutive GLG'S decreases with age. Lines of arrested growth do

not appear to be a characterìstic feature of incremental growth in fishveriebrae, viewed

either whole or thin-sectioned (Price ef a/. 1985).

The physical, chemical, and physiological mechanisms that produce incremental

growth in fish vertebrae are poorly understood (Casseìman 1983: 4; Chilton and
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Beamish 1982). However, external temperature is generally regarded as the most

important factor influencing the rate, nature, and tìming of grov'rth (Cassleman '1983: 4;

Weatherly and Gill 1987: 215). Other major factors likely include feeding rate and

reproduct¡ve cycle. Less is known about the influence of these factors because they are

relatively diff¡cult to measure and require detailed laboratory study (Casselman 1983: 4).

ln a study of widow rockfish (Sebastes entomelas) from the Pacific coast of the United

States, Pearson (1996) concluded that the seasonal timing of annulus (hyaline-zone)

format¡on in otoliths is much more dependant upon lat¡tude and temperature than on

spawning pressures. lf annulus formation in vertebrae is the product of the same

physiological process that results in otolith annuli, then it may be assumed that

temperature and latitude will again be the primary determinants of growth rate and

annulus formation in vertebrae.

Vertebrae are not widely used for age or season of death estimation outside of

archaeology because of the difficulty and time involved in extracting and preparing them

for analysis (Casselman 1983: 4). Biological studies of this sort are mostly limited to

sharks and rays because the usual means of age determination in bony fishes, using

otoliths or scales, are not applìcable to cartilaginous fìshes (elasmobranchs) (Cailliet ef

al. 1982b). Vertebrae have also been used, to a lesser extent, for the age assessment

of several species of tuna (e,9. Price et al. 1985, Lee ef a/. 1983).

Casteeì was the first archaeologist to propose and apply the use of fìsh vertebrae

for seasonal dating (Casteel 1972). Other archaeologists who have attempted season of

death estimation from fish vertebrae have had mixed results. The major shortcoming of

many of these studies ìs that researchers have failed to pay suffìcient attentìon to the

need for a suitable reference collection. Brinkhuizen (1997) is particularly critical of such

studies,

"Some of these investigators fìrst studied growth rings in recent material
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and relevant literature on the species involved before studying growth
rings in excavated material (e.9, Noe Nygaard 1983). Others, however,
had the impression, after reading Casteel's publications, that the method
is a priori applicable to vertebrae of any species (e.9. Torke 1981 ; Le Gall
1981 ; 1984; ljzereef 198'1; Desse 1983)."

Wh¡le some of these researchers (e.9. Casteel 1972; Le Gall 1981 ; Rojo 1987)

may have obtained results that appear convincing, it is difficult to assess the validity of

their conclus¡ons because they failed to either adequately discuss or display their

reference data. Other researchers (e.9. Noe-Nygaard 1983; Van Neer ef a/. 1999) have

been more diligent in their use of reference data and demonstrate the applicability of this

method (for the species they consider).
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A. Vertebrae of a five-year'old f ish with the outer rim
representing the last winter growth. B. Vertebrae of a f ive+-Year-old f ish

with the outer r¡m representing the growthof-the-year in which it was caught,

(Figure 3.3) Vertebra crowth Rjngs (From Rojo 1987)



Chapter 4 - Cho¡ce of Species - Rockfish (Sebasfes Spp.)

Figure (4.0) Sebasfes fayldus from (Mar¡ne Sportfrsh ldentificat¡on Guide. www.DFc.gov. April
2OO2.)

4.0 lntroduction

The research presented here focuses on the seasonal t¡ming of rockfish capture

by the indigenous inhabitants of Barkley Sound. Rockfish were selected for analysis

because of their likely importance to Toquaht subsistence and because certain aspects

of their ecology and traditional use with¡n the Nuu-chah-nulth region (both discussed

below) permìt inferences to be made relating the season of rockfish capture to the

season of site occupation in Barkley Sound.

4.1 GeneralDescription

Rockfìsh (also called rock-cod, snappers, canaries, greenies, or rock salmon) is a

common name for the genus Sebasfes- ln the Northern Pacifìc Ocean, rockfish species

are d¡stributed from southern California to Kyushu lsland (Japan). At least 35 separate

species of rockfish are known to inhabit the coastal waters off British Columbia, and at

least 16 ofthese species have been recorded for thewest coast of Vancouver lsland

(Hart 1973: 388-350; Archibald et al. 1981).
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Rockfish are bony fish, related closely to scorpionfish (genus Sebasfo/obas) and

to sculpins (order cottidae) (Hart 1973: 3BB). They are bass-like in appearance and are

distinguished by a stout, heavy build, large broad heads, usually bearing spines and a

bony connection under the cheek (suborb¡tal stay), and heavily-spined fins (Figure 4.0)

(Hart 1973: 388). The colour patterns vary from black and drab green to brilliant orange

and crimson; some are accented by the presence of wide red or black vertical stripes.

Species range in maximum size from about 15 to 91 cm (Hart 1973: 3gg-450). The

average size of most commercially important rockfish species is from 35 to 50 cm

(Fisheries and Oceans Canada - Pacific Region 2000).

4.2 Hab¡tat and Diet

Rockfish mainly inhabit the continental shelf and the upper slope (pelagic-littoral)

regions. ln most places on thewest coast of Vancouver lsland this extends to about 20

kilometres offshore (Calvert 1980: 9). Little is known about the migratory patterns of

rockfish though they generally are considered to be non-migratory w¡th only localized

movement (Fisheries and Oceans Canada - Pacific Region 2000). Therefore, rockfish

could potent¡ally be caught at any time of year. RockfÌsh are primarily a bottom living

fish, though some species undergo seasonal depth migrations (Hart 1973: 3Sg-350).

They prefer rocky-bottomed areas and are most commonly found in and around kelp

beds and reefs to depths of about 300 m. These habitats are easily accessed almost

everywhere within Barkley sound. As a result, rockfish would have been available not

only at any time of year, but also, at almost any location.

Rockfish are considered to be opportunistic feeders that will take whatever food

is available at the t¡me (Fisher¡es and Oceans Canada - pacific Regionwebs¡te). They

are predatory fish, and their diet is known to include herring, eulachon, sand lance,
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crabs, shrimp, squ¡d, euphasids and even other rockfish (Hart 1973). Seals and sea

otters are the main natural predators of rockfìsh,

4.3 Life History

Rockflsh are ovov¡v¡parous (¡.e. they produce eggs that hatch within the female's

body without obtaining nourishment from it) and fertilization is internal (Hart 1973: 3BB).

Parturition occurs about one month after fertilization (Pearson 1996: 190). Therefore,

males expend energy on reproduction at a different time than females. "spawning

season" for rockfìsh denotes the period when developed eggs are shed (phillips 1964:

17). This occurs between January and June for most British Columb¡a species (Hart

1973: 388-a50).

Growth rates vary between species, sexes, and regions, but most rockfish reach

their maximum size at about 25 years of age (Archebald et a/. 1981: 7). Estimates of

maximum age vary depending on species and age-assessment technique. Age

est¡mates based on scale and whole otolith readings tend to give lower age estimates

while age estimates based on counts of annual growth r¡ngs on th¡n-sect¡oned and

broken and burned otoliths suggest much older ages (Cailliet ef a/. 1996). Based on

otolith sections, Chilton and Beamish (1982: 56) suggested a maximum age of 140

years for rougheye rockfish (Sebastes aleutinus). This is one of the oldest recorded

ages for any fish spec¡es. Sectioned otoliths are generally considered to g¡ve the most

accurate rockfish age estimates (Archebald et al. 1981; Bennett ef al. 1982; Chilton and

Beamish 1982; Cailliet ef a/. 1996). Table 4.0 below gives the maximum size and age

estimates for species known to exist within the study area (estimates cited from

Archebald etal. [981] and Chilton andBeamish [1982] are based on sectioned ototliths;

estimates c¡ted from Phillips [196a] are based on scales).
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(Table 4.0) Study Area Rockfish Species

Known Rockfish Species for the West Coast of Vancouver lsland

Sctenttttc Name common Name Average Spawn¡ng* Maximum Max¡mum Source
Depth (M) Season S¡ze (cm) Age

Sebastes babcocki Redbanded Rockfìsh50-240 Apr¡l 64 Hart tg73
Sebastes borealis Shortraker Rockfìsh 91 12O Ch¡lton and Beam¡sh t9B2
sebastes brevispinis silvergrey Rockfish 0-200 June 71 g0 Afchebatd efél 1981

80 Chilton ând Beam¡sh 1982
Sebastes caurinus Copper Rockfìsh Shallow Apr¡l 55 Hart 1973

sebastes entomelas w¡ddow Rockfish 50-200 Jan/Feb 53 59 Archebâtd efat l98l
58 Chilton and Beamish 1982

16 Phillips '1964

Sebastes flavidus Yellowtail Rockfish 0-300 March 66 52 Archebatd etal. .j981

64 Ch¡lton and Beamish 1982

24 Phillips 1964

Sebastes Rosethorn Rockflsh 50-300 33 Had 1973
helvomaculatus
Sebastesjordani Shortbelly Rockfish 0-150 30.5 10 phi ips i964
Sebastes maliger Quìllback Rockfish 0-275 6l Hart 1973

Sebastes miniatus Vermillion Rockfish 100-150 91 22 phi ips 1964

Sebastes melanops Black Rockfish 0-366 Apr¡l 59 Hart 1973

sebastes Bocaccio 90-300 l\¡arch 91 30 ph¡ ips 1964
paucispinus

36 Chilton and Beamish 1982

Sebastes pìnniger Canary Rockfish 50-100 73 75 Archebâtd efal. 19Bl

75 Chilton and Beamish lg82

22 Phi,,ips 1s64

Sebastes proroger Redstripe Rockfìsh 50-200 January 51 32 Archebatd ef êt 1981

41 Chilton and Beamish 1982
Sebastes reedi Yellowmoulh 77-2OO April 54 7.1 Chilton a¡d Beamísh j9B2

Rockfish
Sebastes ruberimus Yel'oweye Rockfìsh 46-550 June 91 Hart 1973

or "Red Snappei'

4.4 Trad¡tional Use

Rockfish are known ethnographically to have played an important part in the diet

of Nuu-chah-nulth peoples (Drucker 1951:36-61). Calvert's (1980) faunal analysis ofthe

DiSo-1 site in Hesquiat Harbour (to the north of Barkley Sound) provides archaeological

evidence for the economic importance of rockfish in the Nuu-chah-nulth region.

Rockfish remains are the most numerous category of fish remains for all f¡ve

components (the oldest of which has been dated to 700 AD) jdentified at DiSo-1
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- making up 640/o of al¡ recovered fish remains for component lV. The territory of the

site's traditional inhabitants (the Haimai?¡sath) was entirely within the outer-coast zone

and provided only limited access to salmon streams and herring spawning sites which

may explain the abundance of rockfish. Accord¡ng to Calvert (1990: 96), the Hesquiat

people are known to have distinguished at least five different kinds of rockfish.

Particularly, they made a distinction between the smaller species that were more

generally distributed and the large species (such as "red snapper,') that were only found

in deeper offshore waters.

As stated above, rockflsh are non-migratory. As a result, they could have

potent¡ally been caught at any time of year in Barkley Sound. Drucker (1951: 39)

describes "snappe/'and "cod" fishing as act¡vities associated with the (insíde) winter

village setting; intended to add variety to the steady diet of dried salmon and herring.

Drucker does not l¡st rockfish among the species that were caught in outer-coast

contexts, although they were certainly available. The Diso-l faunal data indicate that

rockfish were indeed an important "outside" resource (Calvert 1980: 175). Ethnographic

accounts from the Barkley sound area describe the isiands and reefs adjacent to the

outer-coast sites of Ch'uumat'a and T'ukw'aa as important "cod" fishing sites (Amira

1991) (see Figure 4.1). The term "cod" is used for a variety of fishes that are not always

distinguished in the ethnographic |iterature. The term may refer to true pacific cod

(Gadus macrocephalus), rockfish (Sebasfes Spp., commonly called rock-cod), sablefish

(Anoplopoma fimbria, commonly called black-cod), kelp greenling (Hexagrammos

decagrammus, known as tommycod), or lingcod (Ophidon elongatus) (Sut es 1990),

Drucker (1951: 38) describes "cod" being caught by a number of ways, the most

common method being angling, using hand lines armed with straight wood or stone

shanks and bone barbs (see Figure 4.2). According to this description, a cod fisherman
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didn't anchor but drifted along over the kelp bed or bar he was fishing. "Red snappers,'

(probably sebasfes ruberrimus or other rarger rockfish species) are described as being

caught in the same way.

unrike some other fish species (e.g. sarmon, herring), rockfish were armost

excrusivery taken for immediate use by the Nuu-chah-nurth (i.e. were not preserved),

although some may have been dried in the summer (Drucker .1951 : 3g). lf this

behaviour is assumed for the pre-contact period, it has important ¡mprications for the

interpretation of seasonal data from rockfìsh remains. lt allows season of death

(capture) estimates for rockfish remains to be direc y related to season of site

occupation.

4.5 Summary

The research presented here focuses on rockfish because they are an

economically important and understud¡ed component of the traditional Nuu-chah-nulth

maritime subsistence economy. lt is hoped that a better understanding of how this

resource was exploited, and how it fit into seasonal subsistence patterns, will be

achieved by examiníng the relationship between site location and season of rockfish

explo¡tation. Further, the diachronic perspective afforded by archaeorogy a ows for

possible changes in rockfish exploitation over time to be examined.

The examination of rockfish remains also has impr¡cations for broader questions

regarding the pattern of seasonal mob¡lity and/orsedentism that was followed by Barkley

sound's indigenous population. lt allows testing of the predictions made by two different

hypotheses of the occupation of archaeorogicar sites within Barkrey sound proposed by

Dewhirst (1980) and McMittan (1999).
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Chapter 5 - Techniques for Examining lncremental Growth Structures

5.0 lntroduction

There is no single accepted invest¡gative technique for the observation of growth

structures in fish vertebrae. Simple examination of surfìcial growth increments using a

low-power stereomicroscope seems to be adequate in some instances(Lee et al. 1982).

ln other cases (specifically those involving long-lived individuals) it may be necessary to

examine thin-sectioned vertebrae m icroscopically, under transm¡tted light to identify

¡nternal zonations (Prince et al. 1985).

D¡fferent techniques seem to work better for different species, and each has its

own strengths and weaknesses. The most widely used techniques are reviewed below

and are evaluated with respect to their relative strengths and limitations prior to selection

of a suitable method to apply to rockfìsh.

5.1 Overv¡ew of Techniques

5.1.1 Reflected Light - Whole Vertebrae

Growth incremenis (GLG's) on the anterior and posterior surfaces of many fish

vertebrae are vis¡ble to the naked eye. Examining them with a low-power (16X

magnification) Zeiss stereomicroscope using reflected light enhances viewing and

measuring of these increments. lncrements appear as alternating bony ridges and

valleys under these conditions (Prince ef a/. 1985). This is the simplest means of

examining incremental growth ¡n fish vertebrae. Only l¡mited preparation of the sample

is required before viewing; as a result, this technique is non-destructìve, relatively quick,

and inexpensive, Accordingly, this is the technique that has been used most widely by

archaeologists exam¡n¡ng growth in fîsh vertebrae for seasonality siud¡es (voorhies

1969; Casteel 1972; Noe-Nygaard 1983; Le Gall 1981, '1994). Lee ef a/ (1983)

compared this technique with ototith readings as a method for aging Atlant¡cbluefin tuna
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(Thunnus thynnus) in a capture/recapture study. Vertebral counts were found to give

comparable estìmates of age to otolith counts. However, vertebra counts tended to

underestimate age (likely resulting from increment crowding on the outercentrum margin

lPrice ef al. 19841) while otolith counts tended to over-estimate age (likely due to the

presence and miss-identification of sub-annual increments).

There are some ¡mportant considerations when using vertebra counts under

reflected l¡ght, particularly when using them to establish season of death. The centrum

surface of a fìsh vertebra may not be perfectly straight (from focus to marg¡n), bui rather

slightly convex. This means that measurements of the linear distance between

¡ncrements and of the final growth reg¡on may be distorted if the vertebra is not or¡ented

correctly. lt may be diff¡cult to odent samples consistently. The observed distance

between increments is a function of the angle at which they are viewed, as a result

absolute measurements of growth between samples cannot be compared. Similarly,

dìfferent orientations of the reflected light source on the sample may produce different

optical effects (e.g. darkening or extending shadows behind ridges). Because vertebral

surfaces are conical, it can also be difficult io or¡ent the viewing area such that a whole

record of growth (from focus to margin) is visible and none of it is obscured by the

opposite portion of the cone (Cailliet ef a/. 1983: 159).

Another problem wìth this technique occurs when dealing with longJived species

such as tuna and certain species of rockfish (section 3.5.4). As an individual geis older'

the deposition of new material on a vertebra takes place over a larger area Thus, even

if an individual grows the same amount in every year of its life, depositing the same

amount of tissue, later growth increments will appear thinner because they occupy a

greater circumference. This may result in crowded banding on thecentrum margin and

can obscure reading (Lee ef a/. 1983: 61).
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5.1.2 Reflected Light - Thick Sectioned Vertebrae

Removing part of the vertebra can help to lessen some of the problems

associated with orientation of the sample. Sectioning along the longitudinal plane is

particularly useful for vertebrae with deep cones where opposing halves may obscure

the viewing surface and prevent even lighting of the sample (Ca¡lliet et a/. 1983: 1 59).

This is a fairly standard procedure among fisheries researchers exam¡ning growth

increments on vertebral cone surfaces (e.9. Johnson '1983, Cailliet eú a/. 1983, Gruber

and Stout 1983). Cross-sections of veriebrae are made by either polishìng away the

unwanted portion (e.9. Cailliet 1983, Gruber and Stout 1983) or by cutting the vertebra in

half (e.9. Johnson 1983, Gruber and Stout'1983). This technique is obviously more

time-consuming than viewing whole vertebrae though it involves little, if any, additional

cost in terms of materials. Sectìoning requires removal of at least a port¡on of the

specimen and is therefore destructive.

5.1.3 Staining

Several staining procedures are used by researchers to enhance the v¡s¡bility of

growth increments on modern fish vertebrae. Dìfferent staining procedures are better

suited for different species. The two most commonly used staining mediums are alizarin

red and silver nìtrate (see below), Other stains, such as crystal violet (Schwartz 1982),

are also used, but less frequently. Staining samples obviously involves a greater

¡nvestment in both time and materials by the researcher. Staining is also somewhat

destructìve (¡n that it may permanently alter the chemical and optical properties of the

sample). This may be of concern if one wishes conduct further analyses using other

techniques.
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alizar¡n red -

Alìzarin red may be used for specimens viewed under reflected ordinary light

(Cailliet 1982a; Gruber and Stout 1982; Johnson 1982; Schwartz 1982). This substance

selectrvely stains calcifying zones of the collagen matrix in growing bones (Kevezal

1996). Although the exact process involved ¡s unclear, alizarin red appears to bind to

calcium ions in mineralizing tissues (Klevezal 1996:27). Growth marks on fish vertebrae

stained with alizarin red show up as coloured ridges on the centrum surface (Johnson

1982). Lee et al. (1982) used alizarin red to stain Atlant¡c bluefin tuna (Thunnus

thynnus) vertebrae for age determination and report reliable results. sim¡larìy, Johnson

(1982) found that this procedure was useful for enhancing growth marks on the

vertebrae of little tunny (Euthynnuus alletteratus, another species of tuna). Attempts at

using this procedure to enhance growth marks on shark vertebrae have produced mixed

results. ln a comparison of staining procedures for lemon shark (Negaplo n brev¡rostris

poey) vertebrae, Gruber and stout (1982) report that, "the clearest d¡fferent¡ation lof

growth bandsl was obtained wiih the use of alizarin red (1982:200)". However, ¡n

describìng the use of alizarin red to stain longnose skate (Râ/a rhina) verlebrae, Cailliet

et al. (1982a) state that, "success in enhancing growth bands was variable and contrast

was moderate (1982a:16'1)". Experiments at staining scalloped hammerhead (Sphyrna

lewini) and Dusky (carcharhrnus obscurus) shark vertebrae by schwartz (1982) found

allzarin red to be of little value in enhancing growth rings. The discrepancy in the

apparent utilìty of alizarin red between tuna and shark species may be related to

differences between the form of calcium deposition in elasmobranch vertebrae (whìch

are composed of cartilage) and teleost vertebrae (which are composed of bone)'
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s¡lver nitrate -
Silver nitrate staining replaces calcium salts in the centrum with silver, providing

d¡stinct silver impregnated bands that appear dark under ultra-violet illumination (Cailliet

1982a). Researchers working with shark vertebrae have had success using silver nitrate

to stain samples (Cailliet 1982a, 1982b, Schwartz 1982). Cailliet ei a/. (1982a) report

that, "us¡ng the . .. s¡lver nitrate stain¡ng technìque, bands were clearly discern¡ble in 1 0

of the 14 lshark] species tested (1982a:161)". They do caution, however, that, "(t)his

technique did not produce repeatable band counts in species that had centra with a

poorly differentiated calcification pattern, poor calcification, or narrow and tightly spaced

bands (1982a:161)." Given the physiological differences between bony and

cartilaginous fishes, it is unclear as to whether or not silver n¡trate stain¡ng would work as

well for teleosts.

5.1.4 Oil-Clearing

Some researchers have attempted to enhance the visibility of growth increments

by applying oil to the surface of vertebrae (Ca¡lliet 1982a, Schwartz 1982). Oil-clearing

is ¡ntended to increase the clarity of bands by eliminating superficial irregularities.

Caìlliet ef al. (1982a: 160) found that preparing samples by scraping the centrum face

with a scalpel and applying cedarwood oil produced good results when víewed under a

d¡ssecting microscope using a fìber optics light transmitted both vertically and

horizontally over a dark background, When samples are prepared and viewed this way,

"bands that are composed of more tightly spaced rings (narrow bands) appear darker

than those with less tightly spaced rings (broad bands) (Cailliet 1982a.160). According

to the authors, this technique worked well for all seven tested elasmobranch species.

Schwartz (1982) attempted a similar procedure using anise oil but found that this was

not effect¡ve for enhancing growth Ìncrements.
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5.1.5 Transmitted Light - Thin-Sectioned Vertebrae

Generally, thin-sectioning involves embeddìng the sample in epoxy resin,

sectioning the sample using a low-speed saw, and further cutting/polishing until the

desired thickness is achieved. This is normally around 0.5 mm for fish vertebrae

(Campbell and Babaluk 1979:22). Samples are vÌewed under a microscope using

transmitted ordinary light. Slow-growth bands (annuli) are optically less dense and

appear as lighter areas when viewed this way (Campbell and Babaluk 1979:2).

Thin sectioníng can be a laborious, time-consuming, and relatively expensive

procedure when compared with other techniques used to exam¡ne growth increments in

fish vertebrae and, as a result, is not commonly used. The technique has been applied,

with mixed results, to produce age estimates of walleye (Stizostedion vitreum vitreum)

and quillback (Carpiodes cyprinus) by researchers at the Department of Fisheries and

Oceans (Campbell and Babaluk 1979, Praker and Fanzin 1994). Thin-sectioning has

also been used by Prince ef a/. (1985) to age Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus).

They argue that when dealing with long-lived species, traditional methods of examining

vertebrae tend to underestimate age as a result of crowded increments on the outer

margin of the centrum surface. When thin-sections of tuna vertebrae are viewed under

transmitted light, the authors state that internal zonatìons are vìsible in the solid area

corresponding to the outer margin of the vertebral cone surface. They also observed

that the portion of the vertebra nearer the focus tends to be spongy and lacking in

¡nternal zonations. From these observations, the authors propose a new method of age

determination for Atlantic bluefin tuna ¡nvolving the examìnation of external bands (those

visible under reflected lìght on the vertebrae surface) near the focus and internal bands

(visible in thin-sect¡ons viewed under transmitted light) near the outer surface. Age

determjnations us¡ng this comb¡ned viewing technique were found to be more accurate
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for older individuals when compared to whole-vertebra readings. However, results of

this technique for juvenile and younger fìshes were inconsistent (Prince ef a/. 1985: 495).

5,1.6 X-Ray Radiography

X-ray radiography may be useful for viewing incremental growih in the vertebrae

of some fish species. Slow (winter) growth tends to be more densely m¡neralized than

more rap¡d (summer) growth (Cannon 1988: 104). Because radiopac¡ty is related to

dens¡ty, X-ray rad¡ographs of vertebrae may exhibit a series narrow, light (radiopaque)

and wider, dark (radiolucent) bands corresponding visible growth increments (Cannon

1988: 104). A major advantage of this technique ¡s that it allows for the rapid processing

of many vertebrae (Cannon 1988, Caill¡et et al. 1982a, 1982b).

X-ray radiography has been successfully used to age several elasmobranch

species (Cailliel et al. 1982a, 1982b) and by Aubrey Cannon (1988) to age Pacific

salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) recovered from the archaeolog¡cal s¡te of Namu. This

technique has not been used to make seasonal determ¡nations. An attempt by Cannon

(19S8) to use x-radiography with dìfferent Pacific teìeost fish families (Gadidae,

Hexagramidae, and Pleuronectidae) "failed to reveal any radiographically-visible

concentric rings that could be interpreted as growth annuli (1988:'f04)". Cannon notes

that, "(t)he fact that salmon bone is generally less dense than that of most other fish may

have allowed easier passage of x-rays through summer-growth bands, in marked

contrast to the radiopacity of the denser wìnter-growth bands. ln other species of fish,

the entìre surface of the veriebrae was generally much more radiopaque, making it

impossible to distinguish alternating growth bands (1988.104)." lt is, therefore, unlikely

that the techn¡que could be appl¡ed to rockfìsh.
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5.2 Reference collection - The Modern Sample

The reference sample for this research consists of sixteen Yellowtail Rockf¡sh

(Sebastes flavidus). The sample was obtained through the Marine Biological Research

Station of the D.F.O. at Nanaimo. Specimens were collected from the commercial

catches of several marine management districts on thewest coast of Vancouver lsland

in 2000. The months of May, July, August, and October are each represented by fou¡

individuals. Samples from the remaining months were unavailable at the time of this

study. Growth from the missing months was inferred using a mathematical growth

model (section 6.1 ).

Oable 5.0) Reference Collect¡on Body l\¡etrics

ipec¡men lo
f

[i'lo nth We¡ght Standard Age-at- Length wt(g.)/L(cm)
lo.ì Lenqth (cml Estimate

)0-05-01

)0-05-02
)0-05-03
)0-05-04

May
May
May
May

'1048.0 38.7
'1569.5 42.1

1568.0 43.5
1526.4 39.0

B

10

12

I

27 .1

3ô.0
39.1

qverage May 1428.0 40.8 10 34.9

)0-07-01
)0-07 -02
)0-07-03
)0-07-04

July
July
July
July

1ti0u.u 41 .5

151 5.0 41 .0

1294.0 39.0

1211.0 40.0

10

10

I
I

Jð. þ
37.0
.).) a

30.3

qverage lulv 1405.0 40.4 9 34.7

)0-{JE-01

)0-08-02
)0-08-03
)0-08-04

August
August
August
August

1292.0 38.5
1142.0 39.0

1209.0 38.5
985.8 35.0

8

8

I
6

JJ.b
29.3
31 .4
28.2

^verage
August 1157.2 37.8 30.6

)0-
)0-
)0-
)0-

0-01
0-02
0-03
o-o4

October 1147 .5 39.0
1222.0 39.5
1451.4 40.0
1162.0 38.5

I 29.4
30.9

30.2

October o

October 9

October I
qverage October 1245.7 39.3 9 31.t

\verage o 33.0Iotal 1309.0 39.6
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Standard measurements of body size and weight were taken for each individual.

There is little variation e¡ther within or between months in the size or weight of

individuals in the collection. All specimens in the collection are l¡kely at or close to

sexual maturity (c. 41-45 cm.), but none approach the max¡mum length for the species

(about 66 cm) (Williams 1989).

Measurements of standard length provìde a rough means of age-at-death

estimation for the reference specimens. Researchers at the Pacific Biological Research

Stat¡on have compiled an age-at-length growth curve for yellowtail rockfish based on the

examination of otol¡ths from 979 fish collected off the central coast of B.C. and off the

Olympic peninsula in Washington state (Archibald, et al. 1981). This curve was used to

predict the ages of the specimens in the reference collection on the basis of their

standard lengths (Table 5.0). Age estimates generated this way ranged from about I to

about 10 years old. Only two individuals fell outside of thìs range (specimen 0804 at 6

yr. and 0504 at 12 yt.). While there is clearly an association between length and age of

fish in general, there may be constderable variation in size between individuals of the

same age. As a result, age-at-ìength curves are usually generated for descriptive rather

than predictive purposes (Archibald et al. 1981:103). Age-at-length estimates are used

here to provìde a rough, independent estimate to which age estimates dertved from

vertebral growth increments can be compared.

5.2.1 Preparation of the Reference Sample

ln order to remove vertebrae from the fish for further analysis, basic maceration

procedures were followed, First, each flsh was fìlleted ¡n order to remove most of the

flesh, The filleted fÌsh were then placed in water at 60"C for about 10 min. This helped

to soften and remove most of the remaìning flesh and cartilage. The vertebral column

was then removed from each fish and submerged in a light (<50%) peroxide mixture for
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about t hr. in order to loosen remaining connect¡ve tissue. The vertebrae were then

removed from the column and cleaned by gentle brushing. Care was taken not to

damage the "reading" surface of vertebrae, especially the edges.

5.3 Gomparison of Techn¡ques as Applied to Modern Rockfish Vertebrae

Several techniques were tested using mater¡al from the reference collect¡on to

establish which method would work best for examining grov'rth increments on rockfish

vertebrae for the purpose of seasonal determination. The techniques tested include:

. whole and cross-sectioned vertebrae viewed under reflected, unfiltered light

. thin-sectioned vertebrae viewed under transmitted, polarized light

. thick-sectioned vertebrae vìewed under transmitted, polarized light

No attempt was made at using any of the staining procedures or radiography because

the required materials were either unavailable or prohibitively expensive.
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5.3.1 Results - Comparison of Techniques

5.3.1a Reflected Light - Whole/Cross-sectioned Vertebrae

(Figure 5.3.1). whole 1" pre-caudal vertebra from indìvidual 00-05-02 v¡ewed under reflected light
at 16X magnifìcation

One whole and one cross-sectioned vertebra were examined under reflected

light. These include the 1't pre-caudal vertebra from individual number 00-05-02 and the

2nd pre-caudal vertebra from individual number 00-05-01 respectively Both specimens

were examined using a double fiber-optic external light source under a low power

stereomicroscope at 16X magnificatìon. The whole vertebra from specimen 00-05-02

(Figufe 5.3.1) was oriented and fixed on the m¡cfoscope stand using a small plasticine

block so that a portion of the vertebra cone surface was perpendicular to the line of view.

Alternating dark and light bands are clearly vÌsible on the vertebra surface. These ìikely

correspond to winter slow growth annuli (dark) and summer rapìd growth zones (light)
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as described by Rojo (1987). lf this assumption is correct, then th¡s vertebra suggests

an age of about 10 years. The predicted age-at-death for this individual based on its

total body length was l0 years. The summer growth on the outer margin (from the distal

margin of the final annulus to the vertebra edge) appears to be minimal, suggesting a

sprìng/early summer season of death for this individual.

The vertebra from specimen 00-05-01 (Fìgure 5.3 2) was sectioned along the

sagittal plane (ì.e. anterio-posterior and through the centrum). Again, growth increments

appear as alternating thin dark annuli and wider ììght zones Counting these GLG's

suggests an age-at-death of about 11 years. The predicted age based on body length

for th¡s ind¡viduaì was I years. Again, minimal growth is evident on the centrum margin.

5.3.1b Thin-Sections

Thin-sectÌons were produced from the 2nd and 3'd thoracic vertebra of specimen

oo-05-01. slides were prepared according the standard procedure for making

histological thin-sections used by the unìversity of Manitoba, Department of

Anthropology, Thin-section Laboratory. samples were included in epoxide resin and
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sectioned along the sagìttal plane us¡ng a low-speed diamond saw. Each sectioned half

was then polished and glued to sìides using epox¡de resin, and th¡n-sectioned using an

Isomet th¡n-sectioning machine. Further thinning and removal of abrasìon artifacts was

achieved by hand polishing with progressìvely finer (320, 400' and 600-9rit) paper'

prepared samples were viewed under the microscope at 40x magnification using

transmitted polarized light and transmitted ordinary (unfiltered) light

lneachcase'incrementbanding(a|ternatinglightanddarkincrements)WaS

visible on the centrum margin under polarized light. However, as Prince (1985)

observed, increments become less clear near the centrum focus (Figures 5.3.3 and

5.3.4). Light, narrow increments likely correspond to slow, winter growth (i.e. annuli), as

observed by campbell and Babaluk (1979.2). Under transmitted ordinary light bandìng

was too faint io be clearly visible.

igure 5.3.3) thìn-sectioned
transmitted light at 40X magniflcation

thoracic vertebra individual
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The thin-sectioned 2nd thoracic vertebra of specimen 00-05-01 (Figure 5.3.3)

exhibits about sìx distinct light bands (annuli) near the centrum margin. Nearer the

focus, increments become less clear, Growth terminates in a narrow light increment

(annulus) on the centrum margin, suggesting death prior to the resumpt¡on of summer

growth.

(Figure5.3.4) thin-sectioned 3" thoracic verlebra
transmitted light at 40X magnìfÌcation

The thin-sectìoned 3'd thoracic vertebra of specìmen 00-05-01 (Figure 4.3.1 .4)

exhibits about eìght major tight-dark increment groups (possibly annual GLS's) on the

centrum margin. Again there appears to be a very narrow light increment on the outer

centrum margin.

It is unclear how to interpret the internal zonations in these vertebrae. lf each

major light-dark increment group represents an annual event (GLG) and this density of

increment depos¡t¡on can also be assumed for the port¡on of the vertebra towards the

focus where ìncrements are not visible, these slides would suggest a much older age for
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this individual than indìcated by whole vertebrae counts (11 years) or age-et-length data

(8 years). Both thin-sections also exhib¡t fìner bands within each major I¡ght-dark

increment group. Further study is needed to determìne the timing and periodicity of

internal increment formation in rockfish vertebrae, but it appears that sub-annual

banding may make it be d¡ff¡cult to distinguish annual increments (using this technique).

Sub-annual banding may result from cyclical annual phenomena such as reproduction or

from non-cyclical env¡ronmental phenomena such as extreme water temperature and

food shortage.

5.3.1c Thick-Sections Trensmitted l¡ght

"-ci

.. <--:

),i.a:: <:-

:¿<ì
:,<,

'jì,ij

5) th¡ck acic vertebra viewed under
transmitted light at 40X magnifcation

A third technique, partial thinning of vertebrae and viewing under ordinary

transmitted light, was also tested. The whole l"rthoracic vertebrae of specimen 00-05-
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O'1 was polished using 320 gr¡t sanding paper until it allowed the passage of enough

transmitted lìght for increments to be visible on the vertebra cone surface. This required

remov¡ng about half of the vertebra. The prepared sample was then placed directly on a

microscope sl¡de and viewed under the microscope at 40X magnification using

transmitted l¡ght. The vertebra was sect¡oned to bisect the two relatively flat cone

surfaces, and viewed on the anterior surface.

This specimen exhibited fa¡rly clear, though faint, banding (Figure 5.3.5). At least

5 major light-dark increment groups are visible near the centrum margin. As with thin-

sections, broad dark bands seem to be comprised of groupings of narrower dark bands

The major "breaks" between such zones appear as relatively narrow light bands.

lncrements are less visible toward the focus of the vertebra. Again, it is unclear what

these increments represent, but sub-annual band¡ng may occur, and more study is

needed to esiablish the timìng and periodicity of their formation.

5.3.2 Discussion and Conclusions

(Table 5.1) Comparison ofthree tested techniques for enhancing and v¡ewing growth structures

The techniques tested here atl show some success at revealing increments in,

and on the surface of, rockfìsh vertebrae. Examination of whole or cross-sectioned

vertebrae under reflected light and thin-sections under transm¡tted light seems to

produce the most consistent results. The third technique (th¡ck-sectioned vertebrae
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Time

Cost Effect¡veness Notes

Refìected l¡ght tv nrmar
(cleaning)

Min¡mal Good Cross-sect¡oning
improved visibility
and liqhtinq

I hrn-seclon -
Transmitted light

c. 2 hrs (laÞou0
c.2 days (total)

High uooo
(only outer
increments)

lncrements wefe
clear and distinct
but may not reflect
annual qrowth

Th¡ck-sectton -
Transmitted liqht

c 5 min M¡nrmal lnconclusìve Same as aþove



viewed transm¡tted light) seemed to work ¡easonably well. However, there may be

serious problems with this technique relating to orientation of the sample.

Thin-sectioned vertebrae exhibit clear and distinct banding, However, these

were only vis¡ble on the outer margin of the vertebrae. The absence of visible

¡ncrements near the centrum focus precludes us¡ng this technique for age determination,

although it may siill be of use when exam¡ning the final growth increment for season-of-

death estimates. An additional l¡mitation of this technique is the time and cost involved

in preparing samples. This makes the technique very unattract¡ve when (as in the case

of this study) f arge samples need to be examined.

Vertebrae viewed whole under reflected light allow adequate examination of

growth marks. Although increments did appear less distinct than those visible in thin-

sections it was eas¡er to distinguish annual banding (GLGs). There are several major

advantages to this techn¡que. Minimal preparation of samples is required, and this

allows for quick and inexpensive analysis. Further, specimens examined this way can

be analyzed over a |arger surface area (i.e. not just a across transect as in thin-

sections). This helps in identifyìng false annulÍ or checks that are discontinuous over the

entire centrum surface. Because thrs technique allows for the counting of all growth

increments (from focus to margin) it can also be used in the estimation of age at death

Finally, ¡t ¡s non-destructive; as a result of all of the above this technique was chosen for

the following research-
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Chapter 6 - Establishing a Common Model

6.0 Reading the reference collection and growth curve

The first step in this part of the analysis was to accurately identify annual growth

marks on the modern rockfish vertebrae. ldentification was not straightforward as the

vertebrae exhibit both major (distinct) and minor (faint) growth bands. ln order to assess

which (if any) of these bands corresponded to annual growth, age est¡mates based on

vertebrae readings were compared against those derived from age-allength data.

Estimates based on the major increments gave ages roughly consistent w¡th the

age-at-length data. Estìmates based on all (major and minor) increments (bands)

suggest that the major increments represent annual growth but that the minor

¡ncrements likely represent sub-annual, possibly even aperiodic, growth. Therefore,

subsequent readings were based only on major increments.

lTable 6.0) Comparison of Aqe Estimates

Spe¿imen-lD Standard Length Age-atlength Vertebra Age Estimate
Estimate

I
10

12

8

10

10

8

I
I
8

I
6

Difference

0
_t

1

0

-1

4

3

4

3

3

3

1

4

1

4

00-05-01

00-05-02
00-05-03
00-05-04

00-07-01

00-07-02

00-07-03

00-07-04
00-08-01

00-08-02

00-08-03

00-08-04
00-10-01

00-10-02

00-10-03
00-10-04

38.7
42.1

43.5

39.0
41.5

41.O

39.0

40.0

38.5
39.0

35.0

39.0

40.0

38.5

10

10

10

10
o

12

12

11

11

I

'13

10

12

Average

23 15

177
19 7

22 14

31 21

24 '14

22 14

24 15

21 13

18 10

19 11

22 16

27 19

24 15

25 16

16 I
average 13.4375
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This research focuses on thoracic vertebrae because of issues involving the

archaeological sample (section 6.5.2). A common model for thoracic vertebrae is

derived from 2nd thoracic vertebrae for this research. Second thorac¡cs were selected

because their overall morphology is typ¡cal of thoracic vertebrae.

Specimens from the reference collection were examined ¡n the manner ouilined

in Section 4.3.1a. Whole 2nd thoracic vertebrae were viewed under reflected light using

a Zeiss stereomicroscope. Each vertebra was mounted in plasticine and oriented such

that the greatest portion of the posterior centrum surface (from focus to margin) was in

focus. This procedure was consistently used in order to facilitate comparison between

specimens and because this orientation provided opt¡mal viewing of growth increments.

Percent Observed Growth vs. Month of Death
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(Figure 6.0.1) Percent Observed GroMh vs. l\4onth of Death
*note on fìgures 6.0.1, 6.0.2 the first 2 digits of specimen lD correspond to month of death

Measurements of the final (or marginal) and penultimate growth increments were

taken at l6x magnrfication using an ocular graticule with a scale of 1/16th (.063) mm.

Growth in the final increment was then expressed as a percentage of growth in the

preceding increment or "growth ratio". Five blind read¡ngs were taken for each vertebra

in the sample (i.e. each specimen was "read" by the same investigator on five separate
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occas¡ons). The order of specimens was mixed prior to each set of readings in order to

conceal specimen identities further.

F¡gure 6.0.1 (above) shows the growth ratio (relative to the penultimate

increment) recorded for fìve success¡ve readings of the sixteen specimens ¡n the

reference collection. Specimens are sorted on the x-axis by actual month of death. A

clear trend of increasing growth relative to season of death is evident. There are,

however, some readings that do not appear to correspond to this overall trend.

These outliers are ¡nterpreted as resulting from three main sources of variability.

These include: I ) observer error (i.e. the degree to which measurements of the same

structures on the same specimens vary between read¡ngs); 2) intra-individual variability

in the percent of tissue deposited at any one point on the c¡rcumference of vertebra

(deposition is not perfectly symmetrical); and 3) inter-individual variability in growth rates

resulting from factors such as specimen habitat, age, and sex, as we¡l as possible inter-

population var¡abil¡ty (specimens were collected from several marine management

districts).

The purpose of this stage of the analysis is to propose a common model of

growth for rockfish in the study region. Extremeoutliers carry significant weight because

of the limited sample size and have a strong influence on the proposed typical growth

pattern. lt is therefore necessary to deal with this variability before proceeding to the

gror^/th model.

For the most part, variability of the first and second types (observer error and

íntra-rndividual variability) can be dealt with by averaging repeated measurements (the

assumption being that repeated measurements will be normally d¡stributed about the

"true" value). However, some extreme measurements are likely not the product of

normal variability. Because of the weight such cases carry in a small sample it is

necessary to ident¡fy and exclude anomalous measurements from further measures of
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central tendency. The third source of varìabiljty (¡nteÊindividual variability) is to be

expected in any biological population, but significant deviations from the overall seasonal

growth trend should be examined closely for other possible sources of error.

Trimmed Data
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(F¡gure 6.0.2) Trjmmed Data

Two statistical measures were applied in order to identify and confirm outlying

values in the series of measurements assocìated with each specimen: Maximum

Normed Residual (MNR); and Dixon's Cnteria for testing extreme observations in single

sample (Snedecor and Cochran 1980: 280). Each test was calculated to the 5olo level

(i.e. outliers were def¡ned as values that should occur less than 5% of the time under

normal conditions). Five readings were identified as outliers and excluded (Figure 6.02).

One specimen (0502) was excluded because of pronounced var¡ability of the

third type (inteÊindividual). All five blind readings for this specimen gave consistent

results (-100%), but suggest an amount of growth atypical for specimens caught in May

and inconsistent with the trend suggested by recorded growth for specimens from other

months. Further examination of th¡s specimen revealed that growth on the edge of the
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vertebra appeared 'clouded" (i.e. grov'rth increments were non-distinct). lnception of

growth in the final year may be masked, resulting in both penultimate and final

increments being read in error.

Figure 6.0.2 (above) shows the "tr¡mmed" data after application of MNR, Dixon's

Criteria, and removal of specimen 0502. The remaining variability between readings is

assumed to be the product of normal variat¡on. However, because growth is measured

here as a ratio (percentage), the data may be forced into a skew below about 30% and

above about 70% (Snedecor and Cochran 1980: 290). An angular transformat¡on

(arcsineVx) was applied in order to better approximate normal var¡ation. The resulting

values are expressed as transformed growth ratio units. The average growth

measurement for each specimen was calculated on the basis of this transformed and

trimmed data. ïhe results of this are plotted (Figure 6.0.3) along with average recorded

growth for each month. These data were used to produce the common model for

rockfish thoracic vertebra growth.
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Specimen age was examined as a potent¡al source of the remaining inter-

individual var¡ability. lndividuals tend to have progressively thinner annual bands as they

age (sect¡on 3.2). Therefore, it may be expected that older individuals also exhibit

proportionally less growth than younger individuals caught in the same month. ln order

to compare grou/th between specimens of different ages in the collection, it was

necessary to factor out differences in growth between specimens that resulted from

different months of capture. lnter-month variab¡lity was accounted for by recording the

extent to which specimens deviated from the average grovvth ratio assoc¡ated with each

month of capture. The relationship between specimen age and growth (in units of

deviation from monthly average) is shown in Figure 6.0.4, No cons¡stent relationship

between est¡mated age (vertebra growth increment count) and growth is visible.

Deviation from Monthly Average vs. Age

Specimen Age ( vertebra estimate)

(Figure 6.0,4) Deviation from l\¡onthly Average vs. Age

Th¡s result may be due to the relat¡vely narrow estimated-age range of the reference

collection. Alternatively, it suggests that the use of a proportional measure of increment

growth is sufficìent to account for differences ¡n absolute grovvth between specimens of
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different ages. Further examination of the relationship between age and vertebra growth

may help to resolve these issues.

6.1 Selection of G rowth Model

A mathematically derived growth curve was fitted to the reference data in order to

describe the observed distribution and to provide a model of expected growth against

which archaeological data could be interpreted. Many mathematical models of growth

exist, and it was necessary to select a form that theoretically and empirically best suited

the data. A sigmoid (S-curve) was selected for this purpose. This type of curve has

broad applicability. The organismic growth of animals and plants ¡n controlled laboratory

conditions, where environment and nutr¡ent supply can be maintained, often

approximates the sigmoidal form (Weatherly and cill i9B7: 10). This growth pattern has

also been shown to be common for fish in natural localities subject to orderly seasonal

change such as can be found in many temperate environments (Weatherly and Gill

1 987: 10). Consequently, sigmoid curves are generally considered to be the most

appropriate form for describing the seasonal course of growth in fìshes (Ricker 1979.

719).

A number of S-shaped curve equations have been used to model growth

including such forms as the logistic, Gompertz, and Putter No.1 and No.2 curves (Ricker

1979:719). S-curve equations differ slightly in the parameters they are able to model

and where they place points of inflection. Because it is not the intention of this research

to estimate specific parameters that may influence growth, the simplest curve (i.e. the

one requ¡ring estimation of the fewest parameters) was selected.

The selected curve form was derived by progressively summing growth

increments (per unit time) from a sine curve, beginning where growth (y) = -0. Tne

basjc sine curve equation has four parameters. These control the amplitude, period, and
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vertical and horizontal pos¡tion of the curve. The period of the curve may be assumed to

equal 12 months (i.e. a full annual growth cycle). The vertical shift can be assumed to

be equal to the amplitude (i.e. at no point does the curve go below the x-axis and by

definition it must originate at 0). That leaves only amplitude and horizontal shift as

parameters that need fitting.

6.2 The Fitted Growth Curve

The sigmoid curve was fitted by the least-squares method. Figure 6.2.1 shows

the fitted sigmoid curve and the sin curve from which ¡t is derived. The fitted sine curve

has the equation:

Y = a- sinl(2nl 1 2).(x-¡)l+c

Fitted Sigmoid Curve

0't 2 3 4 5 6 7I910 11 12

Month

(Fjgure 6.2.1) Fitted S¡gmo¡d Curve

where a and c (amplitude and vertical shift) =.162 (transformed growth ratio units) and b

(horizontal shift) = 2.54 (months). The sine curve represents growth rate and the

sigmoid curve represents expected growth ratio. The fitted sine curve has a value of -O

(i.e. growth rate equals -0) in mid-December. This suggests a possible timing for growth
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cessation and annulus formation and is taken as the start¡ng/finishing point of the growth

cu rve.

Another reason for selecting a sine curve as the underlying growth model ¡s that

average monthly temperature (likely the major factor affecting growth rate) follows a

similar sinusoidal pattern. Figure 6.2.2 shows the fitted sìne curve and the average

monthly air temperature for Tofino on the west coast of Vancouver lsland (Environment
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(Figure 6.2.2) Growth Rate vs. Mean Temperature

Canada 1998). The estimated growth rate appears to conform quite closely to the mean

temperature curve. However, maximum growth seems to occur about two months

(June) before maximum temperature (August).

The sigmoid curve has a standard error of estimate of 0.1 38 rad¡ans. This is

given by the equation (Leother and McTavìsh 1993: 236)'

s", = ./r1Y,- Y,¡'?l n-df

where Y¡ = an observed value of Y al a given value x, Y¡ = the corresponding value of Y

predicted by the curve, n = number of observations, and df = degrees of freedom
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(number of f¡tted parameters). lf the reference collection is treated as a random and

representative sample of the rockfish population as a whole, th¡s value may be used as

an estimaie of the population standard error of estimate. The error bars about the curve

(Figure 6.2.1) show +/- 1.96 standard errors of estimate (0.27 transformed growth ratio

units) or approximately 95% confidence.

Growth Ratio vs. Month
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(F¡gure 6.2.3) Growth Rat¡o vs. Month

The curve was converted back into percentage growth units (Figure 6.2.3) in order to

simplify its use in subsequent analysis. The standard error of estimate was re-calculated

with reference to the percentage growth ratio data giving a new value of 10.3%. The

error bars on Figure 6.2.3 again represent 95% confidence or +/-1.96 std. errors.
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6.3 Application of the Growth Model

The model indicates that there ¡s a high degree of inter-individual variability for

each month. Therefore, a given individual's date of death can only be reliably est¡mated

within a range of several months. As a result, the model is used to estimate season

rather than month of death. Three broad seasons were defined (Figure 6.4) to minimise

overlap in ranges of expected growth. The selected season-of-death model lacks the

implied precision associated with month-of-death point-estimates but provides much

greater (expected) accuracy. Given a larger and more complete reference collection it

may be possible to reduce the expected variab¡lity ¡n growth ratio associated with

specimen month of death. This reduction in inter-individual variability would allow more

precise (less broad) season-of-death est¡mation w¡thout sacrificing accuracy.

Monks and Johnston (1993) discuss the use of a quantitat¡ve procedure that may

improve the accuracy associated with multiple specimen date-of-death estimates. This

techníque involves averaging the growth ratios of multiple specimens associated w¡th the

same event and comparing this averaged value to a growth model (e,g. regression line)

to estimate date of death (event seasonality). Due to the relatìvely small archaeological

sample involved with this research and the like hood that these specimens represent

multiple events, their approach was not practical.

ln order to define appropriate "seasons", it was necessary to more precisely

determine the extent and location of expected overlap. Overlap was examined by re_

plotting the grovuth model as a probability matnx. The resulting matr¡x (Table 6.3.1)

shows the probability (proportion of spec¡mens) expected to be associated with each

percent range for each month. Probabilities were calculated using the curve's standard

error as an estimate of inter-individual variability.

The apparently discontinuous distribution of values in the upper-left and lower-

right port¡ons of the matrix ¡s a product of this calculation. Negat¡ve growth or growth
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exceed¡ng 100% is rejected because there is no evidence for it in the reference

collection. While such growth (or resorpt¡on) may occur, it is impossible to model given

the data available. The upper and lower boundaries for possible growth ratios are,

therefore, assumed to be 100% and 0%. The resumption and terminat¡on of a complete

annual growth cycle are equivaÌent. Therefore values predicted by the growth model to

be above 100o/o are expressed here as above 0% (lower right) while values predicted to

be below 070 are expressed as below 100% (upper left).

[fable 6.3.1) Growth ¡,4odel Probability N4atrix
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l0-89.9 o.1¿ 0.1 U.Ut 0.o'1 o.1 0.3 2 U.J/ U.J /
u-l9.v o _o2 0.0i U.U 0.0: o.3t 0.32 0.22 o't 0.1 0.1

)u-b9.9 0.1f 0.3( 01 0.0i 0.0Í 0.0i 0.0t
)u-59 I 0.0r 0.37 o1 o.o2
u-49 C 0.o1 01 o.31 0.0:

JU-JV.V 0.01 0.07 J.3 t 0.1
¿u-¿9.9 0.0: 0.0t 0.01 o.2e o 31 0.0;
10-19.9 01 o't u.¿! 0.35 0.1 0.ot U.Uz 0.o2 0.02
l-9.9 U. JI 0.3e 0.3€ 0.2¿ 0.01 0.03 0.0i 0.1 o.12 0.12

The calculation of matrix probabilities using the growth model's standard error as

an estimate of inter-individual variability involves the assumption that variability about the

growth model is normally distributed. This assumption was tested by examining the

d¡str¡bution of residuals (observed-expected values) for the growth model (Figures 6.3.1

and 6.3.2). The null-hypothesis that the residuals are normally distributed was tested by

calculating Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wìlk statistics. Neither test was able to

refute the null-hypothesis (values of 0.'164 sig 0.200, and 0.976 sig 0.91 3 respectively).

Therefore the assumption of normality is not invalid for this data-
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Histogram Normal Q-Q Plot of residuals

/'."

-15.0 -10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 200

(Figure 6.3.1) Res¡duals H¡stogram

.5

õ
E

z
1i

(Figure 6.3.2) Normal Q-Q Plot of Res¡duats

ln order to calculate the probability associated with each month for each

percentage range the matrix in Table 6,3.1 was normed by row (i.e. cell values were

divided by row totals) (see Table 6.3.2).

Cfable 6.3.2) Growth Model Probabil¡ty Mahix - Normed by Row

The data from this table were used to compare the probabilities associated with each

possible three-part (four-month) annual division. The optjmal arrangement contained the

highest "peak" probabilities and minimized overlap. The arrangement that best satisfies

these conditions group: Feb-l\llay, June-Sept, and Oct-Jan. The arrangement was then

modified by expanding the Oct-Jan group to include September and February. This was

necessary in order to encompass the wide range of months associated wìth the relatively

)ercent
ìano e

Jan :eb llat \pr iilay June July \ug jept fct \ov fec

JU-1UU . ti 0. '1 0.1 0.0: 0.0 0.01 01 u. I 0.1i
30-89.9 0.0t 0.0f 0.0: 0.0{ O.1t u.1 0.1t
ro-79.9 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0: o21 0.2.. U."I o.1t o.1i 0.1
i0-69.9 o.2t O4¿ u.'t U,Ut 0.0¿ 0.0r 0.0z
i0-59.9 0.0 0.6 o.2i OU¿

+0-49.9 0.0i 0.3 0.( 00r
l0-39.9 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.1

zo-29.9 0.0¿ 0.0€ 0.1 0.37 0.41 00i
10-19,9 0.1 0.1 o.2i o.34 0.1 0.0: 0.0t o.o2 o.o2
)-9.9 0.1€ o.t o.2t 0.1. 00 o.o2 0.04 0.0€ 0.07 0.0;
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flat upper and fower port¡ons of the growth curve. This September-February ,,season',

includes all months likely associated with annulus formation and, therefore, the

termination and resumption of annual growth, Figure 6,3.3 shows the probability of each

derived "season" associated with each percent range.

Ë
(t,¡
o
fL

1.00

0.80

0.60

0.40

0.20

0.00
90-1001 80-90 70.80 60:70 I I 0.10

0.7941 0.7723 10.5265 i0.1811 0,6231

0.0764 0.1959 0.4668 i0.8189 0.0152

Percent Range

(Figure 6.3.3) Season Probab¡l¡ties

These seasonal groupings not only provide a good fit to the empìrically derived

rockfÌsh data; they also closely reflect the ethnographic Nuu-chah-nulth "economic

seasons" (Jochim 1976) as described by Drucker (1951: 33-36). September-February

encompasses the "late-summer/fall" and "winter" portions of the year. Both of these

seasons are associated with "inside" settlements and activitjes (Dewhirst 1980: I 1-12,

15; Drucker 1951 : 33-36). During the late-summer/fall most groups are descr¡bed as

moving to s¡tes near river mouths (usually located near the heads of inlets) where

spawning salmon could be exploited (Drucker 1951 : 33-36). By the winter, groups

amalgamated in protected "ins¡de" winter villages (Dewhirst I 980: 11-12, 15 Drucker

o lo.o7o2 0.34s9 0.821710.8914
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1951: 33-36). March-May corresponds to "spring" when most groups moved from their

w¡nter v¡llages to s¡tes where herring could be exploited (Drucker 1951 : 33-36). June-

August corresponds to the "summer" months when most groups occupied ,'outside" 
sites

where pelagic resources (particularly halibut, whales, and seals) could be exploited

(Dewhirst 1980: 11-12,15', Drucker 1951: 33-36).

Table 6.3.3 shows the seasons associated wtth each growth ratio (percentage)

range and the¡r relat¡ve probabilities. Broad percent ranges were determ¡ned by

combin¡ng the 10% ranges that were most strongly associated w¡th each season (see

Figure 4.4.12). Th¡s table allows growth ratio readings to be converted into season-of-

death estimates and provides a measure of the probable accuracy (and error) resulting

from inter-individual variability associated with such estimates.

able 6.3.3) Season Probabilities

(%)
70-100
and 0-9.9
40-69.9
10-39.9

6.4 Summary

The method of season-of-death determ¡nation utilised in this research involves a

three-part annual div¡sion (i,e. it allows est¡mates of season of death fall¡ng within three

broadly defined "seasons", roughly corresponding to summer, fall/winter, and late-

winter/spring), This grouping was done in order to minimise the expected error ¡n

est¡mation resulting from inter-individual variability. The proposed "seasons" are derived

from the empirically observed reference collection data and correspond to

ethnohistoricaly observed Nuu-chah-nulth economic seasons. The expected range of

growth ratìos associated with each season has been calculated along with a measure of

0.68
U.Ub
o.14

0.13
o.14
0.79

0.r9
0.80
0.07
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expected error resulting from inter-individual variability. Figure 6.4 provides a graphic

illustration of the proposed seasons and their expected growth-ratio ranges. The

season-of-death for archâeological specimens ¡n this research is determined by

comparing their observed growth ratios with the expected range associated with each

season (e.9. specimens showing 0-10o/o ot 70-100% growth are est¡mated to fall within

the September-February range).

Expected Seasonal Growth Ratios

4 5 67
t\lonth

(Figure 6.4) Expected Seasonal crowth Ratios
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i. ì'llr:i::l lli'.iì
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6.5 The Zooarchaeological Sample

6.5.1 Faunal Material

More than 314 of a metric ton of faunal material was recovered from the three

village sites by the Toquaht team in 1992 alone (Monks 1992i 76). All rema¡ns were

provenienced to site, unit, arbitrary level, and stratum. All faunal remains were initially

classified according to a relatively gross recording scheme: e.g., land mammal, sea

mammal, bird, fìsh, bivalve or gastropod. The current lack of a full taxonomic study

prohibits the application of presence/absence seasonal determination techniques based

upon the seasonal patterns of behaviour of specific species. once identification of

faunal remains from Toquaht is complete, seasonal determination on the basis of

species presence/absence may well be feasible.

An interim faunal report provides preliminary observat¡ons regarding the mater¡al

received in I 991 and 1992 (Monks 1992). This initial examination clearly demonstrates

the relative importance of marine resources, especially fish, at each of the village s¡tes

examined here, lndeed, about half of all the recovered faunal material (in terms of

N.l.S.P.) was identified as fish (Monks 1992:79).

6.5.2 ldentificat¡on of Rockfísh Remains

The first step in this analysis was to sort and identify all of the rockfish vertebrae

in the sample. Salmon (Oncorlrynchus Spp.) vertebrae were also sorted in order to

provide an estimate of the relative importance of the salmon and rockfìsh fisheries.

ldentiflcatjons were made by comparing the external morphology of the archaeological

vertebrae with those from several specìes known to occur in the region. The reference

materia¡ used to make these determinat¡ons included two species of rockfish (pacif¡c

Ocean perch Sebasfes alulus and yellowtail rockf¡sh Sebasfes flav¡dus), cabezon
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Scorpaen¡chthys marmoratus, lingcod Ophiodon elongates, pacific cod Gadus

macrocephalus, and starry flounder Platichthys sfe//afus.

ldentifications were made on the basis of several key features. For caudal

vertebrae this included the presence, location, and form of the lateral process (Figure

6.5.1). lt was difficult to positively identify all caudal vertebrae totaxon on this basis.

The caudal vertebrae of rockfish share many characteristics with those of cabezon. As a

result, some of the archaeological vertebrae could only be identified asprobably tockfish

(recorded as "unsure") and were not used.

Rockfish thoracic vertebrae are much more distinctive in form (Figure 6.5.1) and

are easily distinguished from the vertebrae of other spec¡es. Because of the possible

confusion associated with caudal vertebrae, only thoracic vertebrae were considered for

growth increment analysis. Thoracic vertebrae were further identified to element number

(e.g. l'r thoracic, 2nd thoracic, etc.). Some of the recovered remains could be identified

as rockfish vertebrae but were too damaged or fragmentary for use in further analysis.

These remains were recorded as "broken" and were not used.

6.5.3 ArchaeologicalSample

The archaeological sample for the research presented here consists of all of the

rockfish vertebrae recovered from dated contexts at the three village sites excavated as

part of Toquaht project (McMillan and St.Claire 1991 , 1992, 1 994, 1996). tn totat, nine

excavation units with associated radiocarbon dates were sampled. This included five

units from Tu'kw'aa, three units from Ch'uumat'a, and one un¡t from Ma'acoah. Only

material from dated contexts was considered in order enable comparison ofseasonality

data between sites and over different t¡me per¡ods.
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SCORPAENIDAe Sebastes mar¡nus

VÊRTEBRAL COLUMN

\

\""

x

t/L
Thoracic Vertebra Precaudal Vertebra

CAUDAL SKELETON

Caudal V ertebra

(F¡gure 6.5,1) Rockfish Vertebral Elements - Sebasfes marinus (from Cannon 1 987: 91 )
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ln total, the sampled units contained 1258 remains classified as rockfish vertebrae (see

Appendix 2). of these, 166 vertebrae were classified as broken, and 281 were recorded

only tentatively as rockfish. Most of the tentatively identified specimens were atlas,

caudal, and pre-caudal vertebrae. of the remaining 977 specimens, 301 were identified

as intact thoracic vertebrae. These 301 vertebrae make up the archaeological sample

for growth increment analysis presented here.

6.6 Archaeologicalreadings

6.6.1 Preparation

Archaeological specimens required some preparation before analysis, in order to

enhance the visibility of growth increments. The viewed (posterior) surface of each

vertebra was cleaned of soil and debrìs by gently brushing with a soft toothbrush in cool

water. ln some cases, dried remnants of soft tissue adhered to the vertebra surface.

This material was flaked off using the dull edge of a scalpel. special care was taken not

to mark or damage the outer edge of the vertebra surface during preparation'

6.6.2 Analysis of Archaeological Specimens

The size and cond¡tion of each vertebra was recorded prior to microscopic

analysìs. size was recorded as vertebra diameter (posterior surface) and measured in

millimeters. The quality and over-all readabilìty of each specimen was recorded. Each

specìmen was recorded as poor, fair, good, or excellent (Table 6 6 1 below)
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Oable 6.6.1) Condition Description

Surface severely eroded, increments
and/or no portìon of flnal increment ¡ntact

lncrements only vislble or d¡stinct on a l¡m¡ted porti

of the vertebra surface

lncrements distinct and vis¡ble across most

vertebra surface

Vertebra in l¡ke-modern condition and

distìnct and clearly visible across whole vertebra

Archaeologicalspecimenswereexaminedmicroscopicallyfollowingthe

procedure used for the reference collection (Section 5'3 2) Prepared specimens were

mounted in plasticine and oriented so that one side of the posterior surface was in focus'

vertebrae were vìewed using a Zeiss stereomicroscope at 16X magnification under

reflected ordinary light from an external lìght source'

Thetotalnumberofvisibtegrowthincrementsandwidthofthefinaland

penultimate growth ¡ncrements were measured and recorded for each specimen. The

number of visible increments was used to provide an estimate of specimen age-at-death'

Growth in the final increment was divided by growth in the penultimate increment and

expressed as a percentage. This value was compared against the table of expected

growth ratios vs. season (Table 6.3.3 and Fig.6.4) and attrìbuted to the season with the

highest associated probabÌìity, thus providing a season-of-death estimate'
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Chapter 7 - Results of Archaeological Analysis

7.O lntroduction

The principal focus of this research is the determination of season-of-death of

rockfish caught as prey, from vertebrae recovered from three archaeological sites within

the study area. The relative proportions of salmon and rockfish vertebrae within the

sampled levels are also summarized as they indicate the relative ¡mportance of rockfish

fisheries to the Toquaht. The sìgnlficance of these results is dìscussed with reference to

the main research questions raised above (sections 1'6 and 2.5). The opposing models

of Nuu-chah-nulth seasonal site occupation proposed by Dewhirst (1980: 11-12, 15) and

McMillan (1999: 128-1 29: 1 96) are evaluated in light of this research'

several important time-periods have been identified for archaeological sites

withintheToquahtregìon(Sections2'1and2.4:Appendix4).Resultsareorganizedby

time-periodwherepossible.Thefollowingchronologicaldivisionsareused:

culf of Georyia (2000-4000 BP)

N u u-c h dh- n u tth (200- 2000 B P):

Post-Contact (0-200 BP)

Period associated with Gulf of Georgia type
artefacts.

Period associated with pre-contact Nuu-chah-nulth
(West Coast Culture) iype artefacts.

Period associated with artefacts of non-ìndigenous
origin.

Wìthineachexcavatìonun¡t,naturalstratigraphiclayerswereassignedrelativedates

basedonstratìgraphicassociat¡onwithradiocarbondatesortype-artifacts'Rockfìshand

salmon samples were dated by stratigraph¡c layer' Some sample specimens could not

bepreciselydatedaccordingtothechronologìcaldivisionsoutlinedabove'Whereitwas

notposs¡bletoassignaSpecimentoasÌngtetime-per¡od.allprobabletìme-periodsare

listed (e-S Nuu-chah-nulth/Post-contact)
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7.1 Season of Death Estimates

Results of the season-of-death determination for each vertebrae examined in this

research are l¡sted in Appendix 3. These results are summarìzed and discussed below.

Season-of-death determinations are used to reconstruct the seasonal timing of rockfish

exploitation at each site wìthin the study area. Evidence of rockfish exploitation is taken

to indicate concurrent site occupation and, thereby, probable season(s) of site

occupation are ProPosed (below).

FigureT.l.0showsthetotalnumberofrockfishVertebraeattributedtoeach

season for each site. The total number of rockfìsh specimens attributed to each season

for each time-period is given by Figure 7.1 1'

T'ukw'aaMa'acoah
Dfs¡5.r--- -- ]

,* 
- 

]

4

r_--:::. :1

Jun-Aùg MaF[¡aY SePi-Feb

Season season

(Figure 7.1.0) Rocklish Vertebrae by Season and Site

Spec¡mens per Season by Time-Period

I I À¡ aÊlV aY
I

tr Jun-Aug

.1 SeDt-Feb

GuLfof Gulfor Nuu-châh' Nuu-châh- Poslcontacl
Georq¡a Georgia/N uu_ nulth nulth/Post-

chah-nulth conlacl

(Figure 7.1.1) Rockfìsh Vertebrae by Season and Time Period
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7.1.1 Tu'kw'aa (DfSj-23)

A total of 59 rockfish thoracic vertebra specìmens were recovered from this site

Figures 7.1.2 to 7.1.5 show the number of specimens associated with each season by

excavation unit. Figure 7.1 .6 shows the total number of specimens, from all units, which

are associated with each time-period. out of the total of 59 specimens, 38 were dated to

the,,Nuu-chah-nulth,,(2000-2oo BP) perìod and one specimen was dated to the "Post-

contact,,(2O0BPtopresent)period.Twentyspecimenscouldnotbespecifically

assignedtoeitherperiod.Eighteenofthesecamefromtheupperlevels(IayerA)of

units in the defensive portion of the site - above layers radiocarbon dated to between

c.sOO and c.9oo BP. The remaining two specimens were recovered from the upper

levels of an un-dated piÞfeature of unit s62-64 El58-160 in the village portion of the site

Adjacent levels, outside the pilfeature, are radiocarbon dated to690Ì70 BP cal' All 20

of these remains, therefore, were likely deposited some time either late within theNuu-

chah-nulth period or wìthin the Post-Contact period'

-DtSj 23a (Village Area)

stTEr Dfsjz3 UNIT: 524-26 E34-36

sÊAsoN

(Figure 7-1.2) DfSj-23 UnitS24-26 E34-36

SEASON

(Figure 7-1 .3) Dfsj-23 Units62-64 E158-160

SITE: DfSj23 UNIT; 562-64 E158-160
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SllE: DfSj23 UNIT: S4-5 W8-10

- DfSj 23b (Defensive Area)

SITE; DfSi23 uNllr 55-6 w22-24

SEASON

(Figure 7.1.4) DfSj-23 Unit S4-5 W8-10

The unìt 514-15 W28.30 was also Sampled from this portion (Defensive Area) of

T'ukw'aa. lt contained one vertebra attributed to the season "March-May"'

DfSj-23 Spec¡ÍEns per Season by Time-Period

80

60

:40
oazo

0

-May

:nJun-Aug

Gulfof Gulfof Nuu-chah- Nuu-chah- Poslcontact

Georgia Georgia/Nuu- nullh nulth/Pos!

chah-nulth conlact

- 't1
3 -T-l 54- 'l

(Figure 7.1.6) DfSj-23 Specimens per Season by lime Period

The examined vertebrae assoclated with the Nuu-chah-nulth per¡od from this site

indicate that rockf¡sh were caughuconsumed here durìng the June-August and

September-February seasons (Figure 7'1 6) Three of the 4'1 specimens from this

periodindicateaMarch-Mayseasonofdeath'GiventheretativelySmallnumberof

(Fisure 7.1.5) DfSj-23 Unit S4-5 W22-24
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specimens associated with this season and the likelihood of overlap between this and

the following season resulting from inter-individual variab¡lity in growth (Table 6.3.3),

these spec¡mens may only be regarded as possible evidence of rockfìsh capture during

March-May.

These data indicate that T'ukw'aa was occupied during the summer (June-

August) and fall/winter (september-February) seasons, and possibly year-round, in the

Nuu-chah-nulth period. The hypothesis proposed by Dewhirst (1980: 11-12, 15) predicts

occupation restricted to the spring and summer seasons for th¡s site and is, therefore,

not well supported. The opposing hypothesis (McM¡llan 1999: 128-129, 196) predicts

year round site-occupation and is, therefore, less unsupported. The lower vertebrae

frequencies associated with winter and early-spring (Mach-May) may result from poor

weather cond¡tions during this time of year that made ocean-goìng dangerous and

fishing diffÌcult.

The one specimen from T'ukw,aa assocìated with the Poslcontact period has an

estimated season of death of september-February. This suggests that the site was

occupìed during the fall/winter season (though not necessarily exclusively) in the Post-

contact period. Again, Dewhirst's (1980: 1 1-1 2, 15) settlement model predicts

occupatìon restrìcted to the summer and, possibly, spring seasons This specimen'

therefore, fails to confirm Dewh¡rst's model.

The 20 thoracic vertebrae from the upper levels of T'ukw'aa that couìd not be

assignedtoaspecificperìod(butwhichaIlcamefromupperIayers-post-dating1000

BP) include specimens representing all three seasons. If these specimensare assumed

to have been deposited during the Nuu-chah-nutth period, March-May site occupation

(and therefore year-round site occupation) is less problematic. Alternately, ¡f these

specimens are assumed to have been deposited durìng the Post-Contact period, they
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suggest year-round site occupation and, therefore, conflict with both Dewhirst's (1980)

hypothesis and ethnohistoric data (section 2.6,2a) for the site.

7.1.2 Ma'acoah (DfSi-5)

One unit (546-48 Wl l0-1 1 1 ) was sampled from Ma'acoah. lt contained four

vertebrae that were examined in order to determine season-of-death. AII of these

specimens date to the "Nuu-chah-nulth' (2000-200 BP) period and indicate a season of

death of September-February. This suggests that, within the Nuu-chah-nulth period,

occupation at Ma'acoah included the fall/winter season. Dewhirst's (1980: 11-12' 15)

hypothesis predicts that occupat¡on at Ma'acoah (an "inside" site) should be restricted to

fall and/or winter. The rockfìsh season-of-death data for th¡s site, therefore, does not

invalidate this hypothesis. The opposing hypothesis (McMillan 1999: 128-129' 196)

predicts year-round site occupation. There is no evìdence for site occupation in seasons

other than fall/winter in the available rockfish data. Of course, absence of evidence is

not evidence of absence, particularìy given the small sample size associated with this

s¡te, and McMillan's hypothesis is not invalidated by these results

7.1.3 Ch'uumat'a(DfSi-4)

A total of 154 rockfish thoracic vertebrae were recovered from this site and

examined in order to determine season-of-death, Figures 717 lo 7.1 I show the

number of specimens assocìated with each season by excavation unit. Figure 7.1.10

shows the total number of specimens, from all units, which are associated with each

time-per¡od. out of the total of 154 vertebrae, 55 specimens were dated to the "Gulf of

Georgia" (4OOO-2000 BP) period, and 97 were dated to the "Nuu-chah-nulth" (2000-200

BP) period. Two specimens could not be specifìcally dated according to this scheme.
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Their position ìn unit N40-42 W86-88's

deposited some time around 2000 BP.

SEÂSON

(Figure 7.1.7) Dfsi4 Unit N38'40 W86'88

SITE: DfSi4 UNÌT: N 16-18 W54-56

SEASON

(F¡gure 7.'1.9) DfS¡-4 Un¡t N'16'18 W54-56

stratigraphy indicates that they were likely

UNITr N40-42 W86-88

SÊASON

(F¡sure 7.'1.8) DfS¡4 Un¡t N4042 W86-88

SllE: DfSi4 UNìT: N38-40 W86-88
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DfS¡-4 Specimens per Season by T¡me-Per¡od

ta
B Jun-Aug

ESept-Feb

Gulfof Gulfof Nuu-chah- Nuu-chah- Post-Contãct

Georgia Georgia/Nu!' ñulth nulth/Posl-

chah-nuith Contacl

Figure 7.1.10) DfS¡-4 Specimens per Season by T¡me Period

Rockfish exploitat¡on in all three seasons is indicated by the season-of-death

estimates for vertebrae from the Gulf of Georgia period. This suggests that occupation

of the site durìng this period included parts of all three seasons. Dewhirst's (1980: l1-

12, 15) hypothesis predicts occupation restricted to summer and, perhaps' spring'

These data, therefore, invalidate his hypotheses. Alternately, McMillan's (1999: 128-

129, '1 96) hypothesis (year-round site occupation) cannot be rejected'

A similar pattern of seasonal rockfìsh exploìtation at ch'uumat'a ¡s suggested by

the data for the Nuu-chah-nulth period. Again, all three seasons are represented in the

rockfish vertebrae season-of-death data. Th¡s suggests that the site continued to be

occupied during alleast parts of all three seasons durìng the Nuu-chah-nulth perìod.

Accordìngly,Dewhirst'shypothesis(seasona|lyfestrictedSiteoccupation)ìsrejected.

The opposing hypothesis, again, appears to be supported'

ThetwovertebraeforwhichspecificdatingWaSnotpossibleareestimatedto

havedied(beencaught)intheMarch-MayandSeptember-Februaryseasons.Again,

the presence of specìmens that suggest site occupatìon in seasons other than summer

tends to refute Dewhirst's hypothesis.
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7.2 Relative Proportion of Rockfish vs. Salmon Vertebrae

salmon and rockfish vertebrae were counted with each excavation unit. The

number of vertebrae of each species is listed by site, unit, and layer in Appendix 2 and

these results are summarized below. The relative proport¡on of rockfìsh and salmon

vertebrae recovered from each site provides an indication of the relaiive importance of

these specìes. salmon are generally regarded as one of the most important food

resources for Northwest coast peoples (e.g, Ames 1999). The abundance of salmon

remains, therefore, provides a useful benchmark against which the abundance of

rockfìsh remaìns may be interpreted.

Figure 7.2.1 shows the number (value listed inside bars) and relative proportion

of salmon and rockfish vertebrae for each site. Results are expressed as N.l.s.P.

(number of identified specimens) and thus include both complete and fragmentary

remains. Rockfish remains recorded as "unsure" (probably rockfish) are included in the

rockfish totals.

l Rockfish vs. Salmon (N.l.S.P.)

100%
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60%
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(Fig]We7.2.1) Proportion of Rockflsh to Salmon Vertebrae per Site
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FigwesT'2'2loT.2.4Showthenumberandproportionofsalmonandrockfish

vertebrae sorted by siie and time-period as discussed ìn section 7 0'

DfSj23 Rockfish vs. Salmon (N.|.S'P.)

(Figwe7.2.2\ DfSj-23 Proportion of Rockf sh to Salmon Vertebrae

@vs.salmon(N.l.s.P)
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DfSi4 Rockfish vs. Salmon (N.l.S'P)
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The results of this comparison suggest that rockfish was of equal importance to

salmonpriortoEuropeancontact,atleastnumerica|ly.sitetocationandtime-perioddo

notappeartohavemuchinfluenceontheserelativeproportìonspriortocontact'Atall

sites,duringtheGulfofGeorgiaandNuu-chah.nulthtimeperiods,therelativeproportion

ofrockfishtosalmonvertebraeìSbetweenaboul2So/oand5O%.Theproportionof

rockfishisnoticeablyless,however,amongremainsassociaiedwiththePost-contact

period.lnfact,norockfÌshvertebraeassociatedwiththePoslcontactperiodwere

recovered from Ma'acoah (DfSi 5).

Theseresultsmayref|ectashiftfromageneralizedSubsistencestrategy,

assocìated with year-round sìte occupation, in pre-contact times (as predicted by

McMiIìan1999:128-129,196)totheethnographicpatternofspecializedsiteuse,

associated with residential mobility, observed during the Post-contact period (e g'

Druckerlg5l:33-36).Theseresultsmayalsoindicatetheinadequacyofgeneral

modelsofNorthwestCoastsocialcomplexìtythatfocusonintensivesalmonexploitation.
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7.3 Conclusions

The results of the present research do not support the ("inside"-winter / "outside"-

summer) annual round model of Nuu-chah-nutth site setttement proposed by Dewhirst

(1980: I l-12, 15). This is particularly evident at the two outer-coast sites ofch'uumat'a

(DfSi4)andT'ukw,aa(DfSj23)duringtheNuu-chah-nulth(2000-2008P)period.At

both sites, the evidence suggests occupation including fall/winter months. The oppos¡ng

hypothes¡sofyear-roundoccupat¡onattheses¡tesissupportedbytheseresults'The

results from the "inside" s¡te of Ma'acoah during the Nuu-chah-nulth period do conform

to Dewh¡rst's model (i.e. they do not invalidate this hypothesis). Neither, however, do

they invalidate the year-round site occupation hypothesis, particularly given the small

sample associated with this site.

The results of this research provide little evidence regarding rockfish exploitat¡on

and site occupation in the Posfcontact period. As mentioned above (section 6.2), the

scarcity of rockfish data for this period may, in part, be explained by a declìne in the

importance of rockflsh fisheries following the introduction of European economic

patterns. only one specimen within the study could be confidently associated with the

posfcontact period. This specimen came from the upper layer of a unit in the defensive

portion of T'ukw,aa (Dfsj 23), radiocarbon dated to 150*50 BP cal., and is associated

with a fall/winter season of death. The model proposed by McMilìan (1999: '128-129'

196) predicts the establishment of the ethnohistoric paitern of seasonal mobility at some

(likelyear|y)poÌntwÌthinthisperiod.ThemodelproposedbyDewhirst(1980:11-12'15)

predicts continuity of the ethnoh¡stor¡c pattern throughout this (and all other) periods, i.e.

occupatìon limited to spring/summer for this sìte. The lim¡ted data from this sìte appears

to contradict Dewhìfst's hypothesis, whìle provÌding no ctear support for year-round site

occupation. other femains of possible Post-contact origin from this s¡te suggest year-

round occupancy, but this evidence can only be regarded as conjectural'
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Ch'uumat'a is the only site in this study with a known Gulf of Georgia (4000-2000

BP) component. The seasonality and relative rockfìsh abundance results from this

period are interesting in that they appear quite sim¡lar to those from the followingNuu-

chah-nulth period. Again, the seasonality results invalidate Dewhirsi's hypothesis that

"outside" sites were occupied only in spring and summer months and suggest possible

year-round site occupat¡on. Archaeological evidence from ch'uumat'a ind¡cates that a

change in material culture (and possibly ethnic composition) occurred between the Gulf

of Georgia and Nuu-chah-nulth time periods (McMillan 1998). Neither the inferred

pattern of seasonal rockfish exploitation (and by association site occupation), nor the

relative abundance of rockfish remains, reflect such change.
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Chapter I - Discussion and Conclusion

8.0 Discussion

The question of when (at what time of year) rockfish were exploited at several

sites within the traditional Toquaht territory has been addressed here. lt has been

argued (sections 4.4 and 7.2) lhat rockfish were an important food resource for Nuu-

chah-nulth people ¡n general and (specifically) for the indigenous inhabitants of Barkley

Sound in particular. The examinaiion of rockfish utìlization presented here, therefore,

provides insight into an important component of Nuu-chah-nulth subsistence. lt is

observed that rockfish were exploited on a year-round basis, regardless of site setting, in

pre-contact times (section 7.1). This observatron has implications for the seasonal

scheduling of exploitation of other food resources, and overall pre-contact subsistence

strategies. lt also implies a settlement system organized aiong the lines proposed by

MclVillan (1999: 128-129, 1 96).

The term "salmonop¡a" has been used to describe the inability of many Northwest

Coast researcher's to see beyond the importance of salmon as a food resource and

examìne the full, and often complex, range of subsistence strategies employed by

Northwest Coast peoples (Monks 1989). On the west coast of Vancouver lsland, the

term "whaleopia" may also be applicable, as the focus on this unique (among sub-arctic

North American hunter-gatherers) and fascinating adaptation has tended to obscure the

significance of other, less dramatic, subsistence acliv¡ties and resources. The research

presented above reflects an attempt to broaden this focus and gatn a better

understanding of overall Nuu-chah-nulth adaptation.

The examination of whole vertebrae under magnìfication, utìliz¡ng reflected

ordinary Iìght, was determined to be the most practical and least destructìve method of

incremental growth mark analysis to assess the season-of-death associated with

rockfish remains. The selected technique involves the analysìs of growth rings on the
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centrum surface of thoracrc vertebrae. The thoracic veriebrae of rockfish were selected

because they are more eas¡ly distinguished from other taxa than are pre-caudal or

caudal vertebrae and are numerous in the collection sampled. The width of growth in

the final increment (year of life) was measured as a proport¡on of that for the preceding

increment (yeao in order to provide a comparable measure of annual growih for each

archaeological specimen.

ln order to estimate season-of-death from these readings, a model of expected

annual growth for rockfish thoracic vertebrae was established. A sample of modern

Yellowtail Rockfish (Sebasfes flavidus) collected from the west coast of Vancouver

lsland at known dates ihroughout the year 2000 was examined in order to siudy the

relationship between month of death and growth in the final increment. A simple

mathemat¡cal (sigmoid) model of growth was fitted to the distribution of growth/month-of-

death readings in order to describe the observed general trend, and associated

variability.

Several further steps were required in order to apply this basic growth model to

the interpretation of archaeolog¡cal rockfish vertebrae, The observed degree of inter-

individual variability in growth associated with each month prohib¡ted the use of this

modet to produce precise specimen month-of-death poìnt-estimates. The approach

used in this research opted to sacrifice precisìon in monthly estimates for the sake of

improved robustness. lnstead of precise month-of-death est¡mates, only broad

"season"-of-death estìmates were attempted. The derived "seasons" maximize

associated season-of-death estimate probabilìties and coincide w¡th ethnographic Nuu-

chah-nulth economic seasons. Combining months into seasons, therefore, Ìmproves the

expected accuracy associated with point-estimates and still enables the principal

research quest¡ons to be addressed.
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The significance of th¡s research extends beyond the question of how rockfÌsh

exploitation was seasonally scheduled among the Toquaht. Specifically, because

rockfish are (potentially) avaifable year-round and were likely only caught for immediate

consumption, rockfish season-of-death data has implications regarding the season of

site occupation. The principal question addressed by this research is - is the

ethnohistor¡c Nuu-chah-nulth pattern of seasonal mobil¡ty typical for the Toquaht in pre-

contact tìmes? Two models that assume different patterns of site settlement are tested

in order to address this question. These models are articulated as opposing hypotheses

with disiìnct archaeological implications. One hypothesis (Dewhirst 1 980: 1 1-1 2' 1 5)

predìcts that inside s¡tes are associated with winter occupation, while outside (coastal)

sites are associated with summer occupation. The opposing hypothesis (McMillan 1999:

129-129, 196) pred¡cts more-or-less year-round occupation for all village sìtes regardless

of seiiing.

The rockfish season-of-death data presented in this research ind¡cates thai the

("inside"-winter / "outside"-summer) annual round model of Nuu-chah-nulth site

settlement proposed by Dewhirst (1980: 11-12, l5) is ìnappropriate for Barkley Sound.

The opposìng hypothesis, of year-round site occupat¡on proposed by McMillan (1999:

128-129,196), provides a better model with which to ¡nterpret the Toquaht data.

These two models represent fundamentally different views of the pre-history of

the west coast ofVancouver lsland. The model proposed by Dewhirst (1980: 11-12' 18)

reflects the relatively static view of Nuu-chah-nulth culture suggested by Mitchell's

(1990) ,,West Coast" culture type. This perspect¡ve stresses continuity in culture and

technology throughout the last 40oo years. The Nuu-chah-nuìth pattern of seasonal

mobility observed ethnographicalìy (e.g. Drucker 1951 : 33-36) is therefore assumed to

be characterìstìc for this entire perìod. The validity of this assumption has been

challenged, forthe Northwest Coast in general by Ford (1989), and on thewest coast of
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Vancouver lsland by McMillan (1998, 1999). Both researchers poìnt to the massive

disruption of traditional life-ways that resulted from contact w¡th Europeans. Ford (1989)

and McMillan (1999), therefore, view ethnohistoric accounts (specifically those

describing ,,traditional" patterns of seasonal mobility) skeptically and are cautious in

using these accounts to provide models of behavior in ihe pre-contact period. Further,

McMillan's examinatìon of artifact data from the Ch'uumat'a site in Barkley Sound

directly challenges the not¡on of cultural continuìty on the west coast of Vancouver lsland

in the pre-contact period.

The rockfish and salmon data appear to reflect continuity throughout the pre-

contact period, and in thís sense, support Mitcheìl's (1990) position. This continuìty

(from at least 3500 BP) in subsistence activìties is also suggested by whale data for the

Toquaht sites (Monks et a\.2001). However, the continuity proposed by Mitchell breaks

down for the post-contact (ethnographic present) period, at least as far as the rockfish

seasonality and relative abundance data are concerned.

The results of thìs research also have implications regarding the relationship

between subsistence and cultural adaptation and development within the Northwest

coast environment. The decline in rockfish (relative to the salmon) fishery following

European contact, as well as evidence for new commercial opportunities for native

fìshers (such as the sale of dogfish oil lsproat 1886: 301), suggests that native fisheries

were undergoing substant¡al changes during the post-Contact period. Supporting

McMillan,s (1999) and Ford's (1989) critique of the application of ethnohistoric data to

the past. The research presented here chalìenges the idea that a subs¡stence strategy

involving seasonal mobility was a necessary adaptation to the Northwest coast

envìronment (e.g. suttles 1987a, 1987b). Year-round sìte occupancy (and therefore a

subs¡stence strategy involving limited mobility) was characteristic of Barkley Sound's

inhabitants durìng the pre-contact period at least in coastal sites. lf Suttles (1987a) and
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Dewhirst (1980: 15) are correct in asserting that a subsistence strategy that includes

seasonal mob¡lity ¡s a preferable adaptation to patchy Northwest Coast food resources, it

may indicate that constraints on their socio-culturally defÌned environment (e.9. Iimited

territorial or resource rights) required Barkley Sound's occupants to adopt alternate

strategies.

8.1 Problems Encountered in this Research

Several difficulties were encountered in the course of this research. These

include: '1) problems associated with development of the rockfish growth model; 2)

problems associated with the archaeological sample; and 3) limitat¡ons of the

hypotheses being tested.

The common model of rockfish growth proposed and applied here is far from

perfect. This can be largely attributed to size limitations of the reference collection. The

growth model presented here is derived from observatrons of a population sample

(reference collection) and ¡s ¡ntended to describe the populat¡on whole (i.e. all rockfish).

For th¡s assumption to be truly valid, the population sample must be unbiased and

representat¡ve. ln fact, the sample population is clearly biased in that it includes only

specimens of one specìes of rockfish (and ¡s ¡ntended to describe at least '16 species),

only specimens of a limited size/age range (between about 35 and 40 cm in length), and

only specimens from one year (2000). The amount of varìability associated with

different spec¡es, sìze/age-classes, and years is therefore unknown. Further, given the

l¡mited sample size (16 ind¡viduals of wh¡ch only '15 could be used), it ìs questionable

whethe¡ thìs sample is representative. A statistical rule of thumb holds that when

estimating population parameters, a minìmum sample of about 30 cases is required

(assuming normal variability within the sampled population). A second problem

associated with the reference collection and derived growth model also ar¡ses from the
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limited sample size. Particularly, the lack of full annual coverage in the reference

collect¡on required growth in months with no associated specimens to be inferred.

Further, the timing of important annual events, such as growth cessation and

resumption, were not directly reflected in the reference collection.

The common model would be strengthened if the reference data upon which it is

based included statistically significant numbers of specimens of all poss¡bfe species,

sizes, and years. Practical limitat¡ons of t¡me and cost precluded collection of enough

data at this time. This model can, nevertheless, be considered broadly applicable and

provídes a general model for estimating the season-of-death of rockfìsh from ¡ncremental

growth marks on thoracic vertebrae. The essentially empirical base of this research

rep¡esents a vast improvement over previous archaeoìogical attempts at season-of-

death determination from fish vertebrae which rely solely upon assumptions and

generalizations regarding the annual growth offish vertebrae (e,9. Casteel 1974).

The major limitations associated with the archaeological data centre upon

problems of sampl¡ng. These problems first arise at the level of excavation. Excavation

units at all the sites consrdered in this research were selected subjectively (i.e. not

randomly). The recovered archaeological materials, therefore, do not represent an

unbiased sample of cultural deposition at these s¡tes. This potent¡al bias poses an

impediment to the quantitative analysis of the resulting archaeological data. Another

problem associated w¡th the archaeological sample results from the limited number of

securely dated contexts, either by radiocarbon or by dragnostic artÌfacts. ln order to

produce meaningful results that could be compared between sites, only material from

dated contexts was considered. This greatly reduced the number of vertebrae included

in this study. Even though all thoracic rockf¡sh vertebrae from dated contexts were

included, the resulting overall sample was relatively small (particularly forMa'acoah and

for the Post-Contact period at T'ukw'aa).
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The third problem area encountered ¡n th¡s research arises from limitations in the

hypotheses being tested. ln order to pose hypotheses that were testable, the basic

positions of Dewhirst (1980: 11-12, 15) and McM¡llan (1999: 128-'129, 196) were

simplified. The general models of s¡te settlement proposed by these researchers are

iniended to be descriptive rather than predictive. For example, it is doubtful whether

Dewhirst truly expects all Nuu-chah-nulth groups, through all of antiquity, to have

practiced a strict "inside"-winter/"outs¡de"-summe¡ settlement strategy. Further, neìther

model accounts for socìal divisions within Nuu-chah-nulth groups that may have had

d¡fferent patterns of seasonal site occupation. Ethnoh¡storically, the basic social unit

among Nuu-chah-nulth peoples was the family or local group, and not the village

(Drucker 1951: 33). The models tested here, however, predict that eithergroups move

seasonally en-masse between d¡fferent village sites, or whole groups reside year-round

¡n one viìlage location. The pattern of mobility recorded inethnohistoric accounts was, in

fact, characterized by the seasonal dispersal and amalgamation of local groups (Drucker

1951 : 33-36). Thus, some local groups associated with a village may have moved to

different site locations in the course of a year, while others may have remained in the

same village year round. lndeed, such a pattern has been described for Ma'acoah

(informant Jim McKay quoted in Amira e¿ a/. 1991 : 163). In order to observe this sort of

behavior archaeologically it would be necessary to examine the seasonalrnfenslty of site

occupation. This was not possible here given the lim¡tations of the sample discussed

above.

8.2 D¡rections for Future Research

This research has advanced our knowledge of two general fields of study: the

methodology of seasonaìity studies involving fish remaìns and Nuu-chah-nulth culture

history. lt provides a basis for new research in Barkley Sound.
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The seasonality technique used here to examine seasonal rockfish exploiiatìon,

and thereby site occupat¡on, is ideally intended to provide independent support for other

lines of evidence. This could be achieved by a similar study involving another fish

species or through the analysis of incremental growth data from mollusk shells (e.9.

Classen 1993). Such evidence may also be derived from a "general" seasonality

technique involving the broad examination of faunal remains (Section 3.1). The

complete examination and quantification of all faunal remains from all Toquaht sites

would, therefore, be beneficial. This would also provide a better context in which to

interpret the quant¡ty and relevance of rockfish remains at each site.

The validity of the growth model used rn this research is weakened by the small

size of the reference sample. Future research should be directed towards refining this

model. This could be most easily achieved by enlarging the sample of modern rockfish

growth/month-of-death data to include full annual coverage. The degree of inter-

species, inter-annual, and inter-age-class variabilìty also needs to be evaluated.

Further research should also be d¡rected towards the general question of

Toquaht site seasonality. Particularly, changes that may have occurred in settlement

patterns between the pre- and poslcontact periods need to be examined. The research

presented here provides little information regarding settlement in the post-contact period,

though it suggests that significant changes in the native fishery had occurred. The

impact of European contact on traditional settlement patterns could not be fully

evaluated, however, due to small sample sizes (particularly at Ma'acoah). More refìned

dating of Toquaht archaeological materials is required in order to pursue such research.
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Appendix - 'f

S¡te

Toquaht Radiocêrbon Oates

Ch'uumat'a
Dfsi 4
DfS¡ 4
DfSi 4
DfS¡ 4
DfS¡ 4
DfS¡ 4
Dfs¡ 4
DfSi 4
DfSi 4
DfS¡ 4
Dfs¡ 4
Dfs¡ 4
DfSi 4
DfSi 4
DfSi 4
DfSi 4

T'ukw'aa
Dfsj 23A
Dfsj 23A
Dfsj 23A
Dfsj 238
Dfsj 238
Dfsj 238

Macaoh
DfSJ 5

N38-46 w86-88
N38{6 w86-88
N38-46 w86-S8
N38-46 w86_88
N38-46 w86_88
N38-46 w86_88
N38-46 w86_88
N38-46 W86-8S
N38-46 w86_88
N67€9 w6o_62
N67€9 W6o€2
N48-50 w62€4
N48-50 w62€4
N48-50 w62_64
N16-18 W54-56
N55-57 W5o_52

s62€4 E 158_160
s24-26 E34-36
s24-26 834_36
s5-6 \An2-24
s4-5 w8-10
N14-15 W28-30

40001140 BC 2855_2310
3900f60 BC 2470-2230
3810t90 BC 2400-2040
3760180 BC 2290-2030
3480180 BC l BgO-1640
3010170 Bc 1380_1 130
2560!70 BC Z9S-SIS .

25101110 BC 8OO-410
720!50 AD i2Z0-1300
2290t80 BC 4oO-210
2010160 BC 50-AD 60
2450160 BC 765-405
2280!60 BC 395-215
9701ô0 AD 1oOO-t l60
1990!70 BC 4S-AD 90
1140150 AD 875_980

1150190 AD 760-990
870t50 AD 1040_1220
690170 AD 1260-1310
780190 AD 117 5-1280
560150 AD 1310-13Ss
150150 AD 1660- 1800

580160 not available

35

41

40
33
21

11

11

40

22

19

30

26
21

IJ
10

6

s46-48 W110-111 17
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Ch'uumat'a
N:16-18 W:54-56

Rockfish and Salmon Vertebrae by Site/UniVLayer
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I
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D
E
F
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N:38-46 W:86-88
(N:a0*42)

N:48-50 W:62-64
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c
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N;55-57 W:50-52

N:67€9 W60-62

T'ukw'aa
- Village
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S:62-64 E:158-160

Rockfish and Salmon Vertebrae by Site/Un¡ULayer
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- Defense
S:4-5 W:8-10
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A
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8¡to un¡t per¡od
DfSi4 N16-l8WS4-96 Huu-chah.nutth
DlSi4 N16-18 WS4-56 Nuurheh-nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu_chah-nulh
DfS¡4 N16-l8 Wg4-96 Nuu.crah-nu[h
DfS¡4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu-oìah-nulh
DfS¡4 N16-18 WS4-56 Nuu.crah,nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu_chsh_nulh

DfSi4 N16-1B WS4-S6 Nuudah.nulh
DfSi4 Nl6-18W54-56 Nuu_c¡an.nulrh
DlSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu{hah.nu[h
DfSi4 Nl6-18 WS4-56 Nuu<¡ah.nulrh
DfSi4 N16-18 WS4-S6 Nuu{hâh_nuflh
DfS¡4 Nl6-18 W54-56 Nuurrreh_nunh
DfS¡4 N16-18 WS4-S8 Nuu<háh.nunh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu{¡sh-nulth
DfS¡4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu_chah,nulh
DfSi4 N l6-i B WS4-S6 Nuu.chah.nutth
DfSi4 N l6-18 WS4-S6 Nuu.chah-nuth
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu-cìah_nulh
DlSi4 Nl6-18 W54-56 Nuu-c¡âh.nunh
DfSi4 N16.18 WS4.56 Nuu{hâh-nutrh
DlSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu,cåah,nulh
OfS¡4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu.châh-nu h

DfS¡4 N16-18 WS4-56 Nuu{iah-nulh
OfSi4 N16- 18 W54-56 Nuu-chsh-nulh
DfS¡4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu-chah-nunh

DfSi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu{¡ah-nulh
DfS¡4 N16-lBW54-56 Nuu.chãh.nutth

DfSi4 N 16-18 W54-56 Nuu-châh.nulh

DfSi4 N16-18W54-56 Nuu.chãh_nulth

DlSi4 . N16-18 W54.S6 Nuu.chsh.nulh
DfS¡4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu-châh-nulh

DfSi4 N 16-18 W54-56 Nuu-cheh-nulh
DIS¡4 N16-18WS4-S6 Nuu.chsh,nu¡th
DfS¡4 N16-18W54-S6 Nuu-chah,ñu h

DfSi4 Nl6-18 W54-56 Nuu{hâh.nunh
OfSi4 N 16-18 W54-56 Nuu-chah-nunh

level layer vert age qual¡ty
2A lh2t3 B excellent
4A 7 fait
2A th1 7 tai¡
2A th3 6 fa¡r
2A th2 9 fa¡r
5A th4 B lair
5A th3 6 good
2A th1 I good
I B th2 11 excellenl
5 B Ihz 7+ fair
58 th3t4 7 fair
4B thz 6 good
4B lh1 7 good
5B th2i3 I good
BB thl 7 good
48 th1 I good
4B th1 9 good
58 thz 7 lair
38 th1 I fair
38 th4 6 fa¡r
5 B thl/2 g+ fai¡
3 B th2 tO lair
38 th2/3 6 lau
5 B lh2 16+ fa¡r
5 B th2 g+ lai¡
5 B thz 5+ Iait
68 thz 7 Íat:
48 thl I fa¡r
68 th2l3 I latr
4 B lh2 8+ fair
4 B th1/2 9+ Íat:
4 B th2 10+ fa¡r
48 th3 9 fair
4B th3/4 9 fair
4 B th1 10 fair
48 th3 7 tai(
7 C thl/2 B+ excel¡ent

Rockfish Season of Death Estimates

diameter final groì/vth penult. growth % growth season
10 Z0 25 B0.O SeplFeb
6 .t 1 19 57.9 Jun.Aug7 'lS 24 62.5 Jun_Aug
I 19 28 67.9 Jun.Aug11 B 10 80.0 Sept_Feb7 10 10 i00.0 SeprFeb
6 3 10 30.0 Mar.May

10 18 25 72.0 Sept-Feb' 7.5 5 13 38.5 Mar_tr.4ay
B 2 10 20.0 Mar.t\4ay
7 3 B 37.5 tMaÊN¡ay
635 4 ,; lål llllillí
7 6 10 60.0 Jun_Auj
I 6 i0 60.0 Jun_Aug
7 S B 62.b Jun,Aug
6 S B 625 Jun_Aug

5.5 3I 0 ,z il;il:::il:;
6 10 25 40.0 N4ar_[¡ay

11.S S j2 41.7 Jun.Aug
7 1't 26 42.3 Jun-Aug

7.5 jZ 24 50.0 Jun,Aug
11 4,05 5 1å i88i:l.åiå
5 S 10 50.0 Jun,Aug
7 S 10 SO.0 Jun_Aug
7 5 9 55.6 Jun_l\ug
B 5 9 55.0 Jun-Aug
9 7 1t 63.6 Jun,Aug

6.5 S 7 71.4 Sepl_Feb
9.5 B 10 80.0 Sept_Feb
8.5 7 B BZ.S Sept_Feb
10 11 1j ]OO.O Sept_FeÌ)
B 10 1O 100.0 Sept Feb
I 10 10 100.0 Scpl_Feb

7.5 3 9 3J.3 MaÊtltay

O
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slte unlt period
DfSi4 N16.1BWS4-S6 Nuu-crì6h-nulh
DlSi4 Nl6.lBW54-56 Nùu_càsh_nu¡th

DfSi4 N16-18 WS4.56 Nuu-chah-nunh

DfS¡4 N16-lS WS4-S6 Nuu_cheh_nu h
DfS¡4 N16-18WS4-S6 Nuu-chah-¡utrh
DfS¡4 N 16-18 WS4-S6 Nuu.chah.nutrh
DIS¡4 N16-18 WS4-S6 Nuu_chåh.nulh
DfSi4 N16-18W54-56, Nuu_choh-nulth
OfS¡4 N16-18 WS4-56 Nuu_chah_hulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54.S6 Nuu_chah_nuflh
DfSi4 N16-1O WS4-S6 Nuu_châh_nulh

DfSi4 N16-18WS4-S6 Nuu.châh.nulth
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu_chãh-nulh
DfSi4 N16.18 W54-56 Nuu<hsh_nutrh
DfSi4 N16-18 WS4-S6 Nuu{.heh-nulh
0fS¡4 N16-1B WS4-S6 Nuu_chsh-nulh
DfS¡4 Nl6-18 W54-S6 Nuurhah_nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 WS4-S6 Nuu-cheh_nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu<nah,nu h
DfSi4 N'í6-18W54-S6 Nuu.chah-nuflh
Dls¡4 N16-19W54-56 Nuu_chah-nutth
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu-chah-nu h
DfSi4 N 16-18 WS4-56 Nuu'chah,nulh
DIS¡4 N16-18 WS4-56 Nuurheh-nunh
DfS¡4 N16.18 W54-56 Nuu{hah,nutrh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuurhah_nutrh
Dfs¡4 N16.10 w54-56 Nuu,chãh.nuÍh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu{hãh-nulrh
DlSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu{hah_nunh
DIS¡4 Nl6-18 W&-56 Nuu-c}rah,nu h
DIS¡4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu-chsh_nulh
Dfsi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu-c]1âh-nufih

DfS¡4 N16-18 WS4-S6 Nuù{¡eh_nunh
Dfs¡4 Nl6-19 w54-56 Nuu{¡ah.nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu.cìåh-nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu-c¡ah-nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu.chah,hulh

level lay€r vert age qual¡ty
7 C th3/4 5+ good
6 C thz 12 good
8 C lh2t3 11+ tair
8C th3/4 9 fair
9C th1 B fair
6C th2 7 tair
8C th3 I fair
6C thz S fa¡r
9C th3 9 fa¡r,

1l D th2 8+ excellent
15 D th3/4 6+ excellent
8D lh1 I good

12D thz B good
8D thl 7 good

14 D th4 12+ good
8D th2t3 7 good

13D thz 5 good
10 O th2/3 9+ tair
10D th1 I fair
16D lh2l3 7 faìr
13 O lh3 't2 tait
7 D lh3t4 7+ tair

l0 D th2 3+ Iail
16 D th3 9+ fair
11 O th2 6 fair
11 D th3/4 11 fair
16 D thl B+ fair
160 thz 9 fa¡r
7D thl 6 fa¡r

14 D th2 't2+ tait
16 O th1 6+ tair
BD lh1 7 tait

13 D thl 7+ tair
15 D thl 7+ fa¡r
6 D lh3/4 5+ fair

13 D thz B+ lair
14 D thz 4+ fair

Rockfish Season of Death Esttmates

d¡ameter final groMh penult. growth % growth season
5 3 B 37.S Mar.May
99

11.5 , " 
750 Sept-Feb

B 4 
I 222 Mar-MaY

B 4 
1o 40 o Mar'MaY

7 4 
10 40 o Mar-lvlay

I 5 
B 50'0 Jun-Aug

6 B ,3 åå33iî,Ïå
" 6 B 9 BB.9 Sept_Feb

51
6 7 

5 20 o MaÊMaY

6 4 13 133í,îî,ii
B4
6 4 

10 40 o Mar-N4aY

B 50.0 Jun_Aug

'; i 
t3 53 8 Jun Aus

4 7 
7 57 1Jun'Aug

B 2 
7 1000sepl-Feb

a 2 
10 20 o Mar-N¡aY

7 3 
10 20 o Mar-MaY

6 z 
10 30 0 Mar l\¡ay

6 4 
6 333 N¡ar-MaY

4.5 o 'o 
40 o Mar-N¡aY,,,, 4 13 i33 illl,illi

5 S 10 S0.0 Jun_Aug10 57 5 å :l:iit,îiå
7 5 B 62.5 Jun_Aug
7 6 9 66.7 Jun_Aug

13 B6 6 'l ::íiillTl
6 7 10 70.0 Jun_Aug
B 7 g 77.8 Sept_Feb

1 I 9 10 90.0 Sept-Fetr
7 ,tO 11 90 9 Sepr-Feb
7 10 j0 100.0 Set)t-Feb

| 5 I B loo.o sept-Fet:
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slte unit period
DfS¡4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuurhãh.nulh
DIS¡4 N l6-'18 W54-S6 Nuu-chah,nuflh
DfS¡4 N'16-18W54-S6 Nuu.chãh-nunh
DIS¡4 N16-18 WS4-56 Nuu<rah.nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-S6 Nuu,crah,nulh
DfSi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu,chah.nunh
DfSi4 N 16-18 W54-S6 Nùu-crah_nunh

DfSi4 N'16-18W54-S6 Nuurreh_nulth
DfS¡4 N16-18W54-S6 Nuu-crar¡-nuflh
DfSi4 Nl6-18 W54-S6 Nuu.chah.nuÍh
DfS¡4 N16-18W54.56 Nuu-chãh-nu,th

DfSi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuù.crâh.nulh
DfS¡4 N16- 18 W54-S6 Nuu<¡ah-nuìh
DIS¡4 N l6-18 W54-b6 Nuu-chãh,nu[h
OfS¡4 N16-18 WS4-56 Nuu-chãh.nulh
OfSi4 N16-18 WS4-S6 Nuu+hah-nulh
DlSi4 N16-18 W54-56 Nuu-cheh-nunh

DfSi4 N38-40W86-88 Nùu-crah.nutrh
DIS¡4 N38-40 W86-SO Nuu-chah-nu h

OfSi4 N38-40 W86-BB Nuu{¡âh.nulth
DfSi4 N3840 W86-88 cutror ceors¡ã
OfSi4 N3840 WO6-B8 Gir|ror GeorsiE
DfS¡4 N3840 WB6-BB cuíor G6ors¡â
DfS¡4 N38-40 W86-88 Gulf ot ceorg¡a
DfSi4 N38-40 W86-88 GurotGeorsio
DIS¡4 N3B-40 WS6-B8 Gul or coorsja
DfSi4 N38-40 Wg6-88 Gutror Georsiâ
OfSi4 N38-40 W86-OB curol Georsia
DfS¡4 N3840 W86-88 curorceorsia
DIS¡4 N3840 W86-gg Gurot ceorsia
DfS¡4 N38-40 W86-BB cutrolceorsia
DfSi4 N3B-40 W86-BB curol ceorsÉ
DfS¡4 N38-40 W86-88 Guror coorsia
DfS¡4 N38-40 W86-BB curor ceorsia
DfSi4 N38-40 W86-88 curotceorgie
DfS¡4 N40-42 W86-88 Nuu{ìah.nurrh
Dts¡4 N40{2 W86-88

level layor vert age quality
18 D lh2 7+ fair
12 E thz 7+ good
12 E thz B+ fa¡r
11 E IhZ 9+ fair
1l E th2 i3+ Iàir
12 E th4 9+ fair
12 F thl S+ fair
15F thl 7 lat
18 G th1 10+ good
17G th4 9 good
l8 G lh2 11 fair
l8 G lh4 g+ fair
17 G th4 8+ tai
'17 G thz 6 fair
20 G th1 9+ fair
17G th2 S fa¡r
17 G lhz 7+ fair
4 C lh1 13+ tair
6 C? th4/5 5++ fair
5 C? th2/3 6+ fair

15 D lh3/4 B+ excellent
l1 D th3 5+ exce enl
15O th2t3 7 good
16 D th3 6+ good
'14 D thl 14+ fâir
17 O th1l2 7+ fair
17 D th2l3 6+ tat(
2't E th4t5 7+ good
22 F lh4/5 6+ good
24 F th5 8+ good
24 F th3/4 10+ good
30 F th3 B+ fair
22 F thz 6+ Íair
27 F thl/z 8+ fair
38 K th2/3 9+ Iair
2? lh3 6 good
B ? th3 l0 good

Rockfish Sòason of Death Est¡mates

d¡ameter final growth
B

B

7

8.5
10

10

6
7

'10

7

8.5
7

6

6

B

4

7

10

15

6
B

4.5

5

7

7

5

I
B

6
B

10

B

5

10

penult. growth % growth season
6 100.0 Sept-Feb

10 S0.0 Jun-Aug
7 57-1 Jun-Aug

10 70.0 Jun-Aug
7 71.4 SeplFeb

10 '100.0 Sept-Feb
9 55.6 Jun-Aug
B 62.5 Jun-Aug

10 20.0 MaÊMay
7 100 0 Sept,Feb

10 30 0 MaÊMay
B 37.5 Mar-May
7 42.9 Jun_Aug

10 50.0 Jun,^ug
9 55.6 Jun-^ug
6 83,3 Sept-Feb
9 100.0 Sept-Feb
B 50.0 Jun Aug

10 50.0 Jun-Aug
B 62.5 Jun-Aug

10 70.0 Jun-Aug
7 100.0 Sept-Fet)
6 33.3 Mar,N4ay
9 77.8 Sept_Fetl

10 30.0 MaÊMay
I 66.7 Jun-Aug

10 70.0 Jun,Aug
I 77.8 Sept_Fet)

B 37.5 Mar-lilay
'10 70.0 Jun-Aug
7 71.4 Sept_Feb
6 33.3 ¡/aÊMay
I 44 4 Jun_Aug

10 70.0 Jun_Aug
B 37.5 Mar-May
9 33.3 Mar-lrlay
B 37.5 N4ar-May

10

5

2

7

3

3

3

5

5

5

I
4

5

5

7

7

2

7

3

6
7

7

3

7

5

2

4
7

3

3

3

al



Append¡x - a 
*ockf¡sh Season of Death Estimates

s¡te unit p
Dfs¡4 

"ooa, 
*uu-uu i"ttlo 

level lâyer vert ag€

Dfsi4 N40-42 wg6_Bg 
"rl*'n-nuun 

t i' 
-' 

*î' å"t 
qual¡ty d¡ameter final qrolvlh 

. 
penurt. growrh % growth scason

sËr ils#wtrx :ïffËi ;;i lti i,. åi:: ,i : :i 
'liiy"l;nr

Dfsi4 
"rõ-ii 

*ää-ää 
\'urrorceorsis 14 ? th2l3 e+ tau , 

t 11 27.3 Mar-May

Dfsi4 
"oõ"ã 

*ää-ää 
.,urr or Geors¡â 13 ? th2l3 9+ tair u 

o B 50 o J,¡n-Aus

Drsi4 
"oòa; 

üãì; 
u,urrorceorsia 25 ? th1/2 8+ ra¡r , : e 55.6 Jun-Aus

ofs¡4 
"il; 

üãi; 
r'rÙu'châh'nurrh 4 ? th1 11+ Íair 14 

6 I 66 7 Jun-Âus
Dfsi4 

"oo-0, 
wõä-ää ..,urrorceorsíâ 24 ? lhs 5 rair o '- l0 70.0 Jun-Aug

Drsi4 ü-;; üij; 
$urrorceorsie 16 ? th2l3 ro+ rair u ! e 77.8 sepr,Feb

Drs¡4 
"d-;; üil; * 

7 ? th2l3 s+ Ia¡ , 2 10 80 0 sepr-Feb
Drs¡4 

".ò-;; 
üil; Ïi1"1:*'" 12 ? thl B+ ta¡ , '- B 87 5 sepr-Feb

Drsi4 
"ail; ü;;; 

rrürorcÉorsie 12 ? th2t3 10+ fair , '- 7 100.0 sepr-Feb
Drsi4 

".ó-;;ü;;; Ilil"o-'no rl B thl 12 sood ,., '- 7 100.0 sepr-Ferl
Drs¡4 n oó-oã mäìä |Jl"o-'no 1l B th2l3 e rai u '- 10 70.0 Jun-Aus
Drs¡4 N.õj;üil; :Ï1"1o*.'" 6 B th3/4 6+ tair , : s 5s.6 Jun,Aus
ofs¡4 toõ"ã *täiä 

\'urr or G€orsie 7 B 10'.4t5 14+ fair 16 
5 6 62.5 Jun-Aug

Drs¡4 
"oo"ã 

wãã-ää 
.,u¡r or G€o'eiâ 9 B th4t5 '11+ fair fi '- to 70 0 Jun-Aus

Dfsi4 *.ort *ããìä 
\'urr or Goor're 7 B 1l,,4ts 10 tair n ! to 70 0 Jun-Aus

Drs¡4 
".;j;üil; 

.,urrorceors¡ã 7 B th4t5 7+ tai¡ u : lo 80.0 sepr-Feb
Drs¡4 

".ó-.ã 
*ãã-äu 

sux o' Georsie 17 Btc th3t4 9 ra¡r , 2 e ss.s se;t-Feb
orsi4 n oò", wããìä ï11"1:*t'' 20 cto th4ts 11+ tai¡ 10 

ti e 66.7 Jun-Aus

ffir ilfs#wtrji :Í::ö ;?3^ lií, ï l::¡ ; : ,? 
i?ï3,"t,1"å

Drs¡4 r.õ-ii*ãä-ää :Ï:'o**" 21 D lh2 s rair o : e ¡z s r,¡unr,,,r"y

Drs¡4 
".r.o;dil; ï;;:'o*'no 21 o rhi 5 rãir u : B 37 5 ¡/ar-May

Drs¡4 
"oo-0, 

*ãã-ãu i]I."t"**' 21 o th1t2 6++ rair , : B 37.5 Mar-May

Drsi4 *oõ-.ãwäu-ää ï;;:'"*'" 22 D/E th3 e rair ; u 10 60.0 J,n-^us
ofs¡4 

"oo-oãwãð-ãä 
;Ï:'o"''n" r5 E th2t3 I

Drsi4 N4o.4zw'6-s8 oun,,1o*n," 
rsE u,i,ã õ- ¿::t ! i i 'i88rt"l^ï

Dfsi4 N4o-42 w86.g8 o,,,,.:G"o'ei" 
15 E lh2t3 I tai , ? 1o 20.0 Mar'May

sfii ilsÏw33jå åjli:#: ä't lií' ; lî:, i ,í ii ,J333ïl,iîî
rJrsi4 N40.42 w86-g' ou,,", 

o"o'o'' 32 K r¡i i, å::' ,'u : ì; ';; 
; ;:';it",

Drs¡4 
"ró-;;üi]; il;:1"*'" 32 K th1t2 20+ tair ,i 3 7 42.e J'n Aus

Dtsi4 N4o-42 wg6-gg Gunn, 

o*'n'" 34 uM lh1l2 15 lat 13 
l" t 100.0 sopt-Feb

Drsi4 *oð-oã *õu.ää ïj;:;"*,o" 
33 uM th3/4 10+ 5 10 50 0 Jun A.s

ceorsiã ¡, ¡¿¡,,¡ t,,i iã* ',::', 1: t9 r0 loo.o å"r,10",ì 6 3r5Maì_May



Append¡x - 3

sito un¡t Per¡od
DfSi4 N4042 W86-88 cùltof Gèorsia

DfSi4 N40-42 W86-88 Gutrot Georsia

DfSi4 N40-42 W86-88 cuf ol ceorsia

DfSi4 N40-42 WgG88 cur ol ceorsie

DIS¡4 N40-42 W86-88 curor ceorsia

DfS¡4 N4042 W86-88 Guttor Georgia

DfSiS 546-48 W1l0-1 1 1 Nuu<hâh-nulh

DlSiS 546-48 W1 10.11 'l uu.ctãh-nutth

DfSiS 54648 Wl10-11 'l Nuu.chah,nunh

Dfsis 54648 Wl10-11 1 Nuu.cheh.nulth

DfSj2Sa 524-26E34-36 Nuu{ìah-nutth

DfSl23a 524-26E34-36 Nuu-chah-nutth

Dlsj23a 524-26834-36 Nuu,càeh-nu[h

Ofsiz3a 524-26E34-36 Nuu.clah'nurth

Ofsjz3a 524-26834-36 Nuù{fiãh,nulrh

Dfsi23a 524-26E34-36 Nuu-c¡sh-mrlth

Ofsiz3a 524-26E34-36 Nuu-cleh-nutth

DfS¡23a 562-64E158-160 Nuuràãh-nulh

Dfsiz3a 562-64E158-160 Nuu-cheh-nulth

Dfsj23a 562-648158-160 Nuu-cheh-nulth

Ofsj23a 562-64Eí58-160 Nuu-chãh-nù[h

DfSiz3a 562-648158-160 Nuú-cheh-nutth

Dfsi23a 562-648158-160 Nuu-chah-nutth

DlSjz3a 562-64E158-'l60 Nuu-clah.nutth

Dfsi23a 562-64E158-160 Nuu.chåh-nutth

Dfsj23a 562-64E158-160 Nuu.cìâh-nulh

Dfsi23a S62-64E158-160 Nuu-creh-nulth

DfSiz3a 562-64E158-160 Nuu<hsh,nulth

Dfsi23a 562-64 E 158-160 Nuu{hah,nulth

DfSi23a 562-64E158-160 Nuu-chsh-nulth

Dfsjz3a 562-64E158-160Nuu{hah.nulth

Dfsjz3a 562-64 E158- 160 Nuu,chah-nunh

Dfsj23a 562-64El58-160 Nuu-chah.nulrh

Dfsjz3a 562-64E158-160 Nuu{hah.nulth

DfS¡234 562-64E158-160 Nuu.chsh.nulth

OfS¡234 562-64E158-160 Nuu.chah.nulth

Dfsjz3a 562-64E158-160 Nu!¡-crah-nulth

level leyer vert age
35 M/N th2 l1
35 M/N th2 12+
35 M/N rh1 S

35 M/N rh3 't6

39N ths 7

39N th1 I
7D ? 14

17G rh1 7

17G rh2 6
l7G th3 I
138 ? I
138 th1 7

158 ? 6
8B 't 11

13B rh1 I
11 B ? 7

11 B ? I
12H ? I
12H ? 10

14 I ? 6
'14 I ? 5
'14 I 'ì 13

14 I ? I
t9 I th1/2 '13

15 I th3t4 14

l8 I thl 10

19 I rh2 10

19 I th1 10
't4 I tht I
15 I th3l4 12

14 I ? I
't6 I th1t2 25

19 I th1 11

14 I ? I
15 I thl 13

14 I ? I
20 I rh1/2 l0

Rockfish Season of Death Estimates

quality diameter final growth penult. growth % growth season
fair 10 5 I 55.6 Jun-Aug
fair 12 6 10 60.0 Jun-Aug
fâir 10 7 I 77.8 Sepl,Feb
fair '14 7 I 77.8 Sepl-Fet)
good 7 2 I 22.2 N¡ar-¡,4ay

fai I 4 10 40.0 Mar-May
fai 14 7 7 100.0 Sepl-Feb
fair 8.5 7 I 77.8 Sept-Feb
fair 7 I 10 90.0 Sepl-Fetl
fair 7.5 I 1O 90 0 Sept-Feb
good 10 5 12 41.7 Jun-Aug
good 10 I 10 80.0 Sept'Feb
good 6.5 5 6 83.3 Sept-Feb
fair 11 5 10 50.0 Jun-Aug
fair I 4 7 57.1 Jun-Aug
fair I B 10 80.0 Sepl-Feb
fair 7 B B 100.0 Sept-Feb
good ? 5 I 55.6 Jun-Aug
good I 10 10 100.0 Sept-Feb
excellenl 7 5 B 62.5 Jun-Aug
excellenl B 10 10 100.0 Sept-Feb
good 11 4 10 40.0 ¡/ar-May
good 8.5 5 10 50.0 Jun-Aug
good 10 4 I 50.0 Jun-Aug
good 13 7 '13 53.8 Jun-Aug
good B 5 I 55.6 Jun'^ug
good 7 5 I 55.6 Jun'Aug
good 7 6 9 66.7 Jun-Aug
good 11.5 7 10 70.0 Jun-Aug
good 10 6 7 85.7 Sepl-Feb
good I I 10 90.0 Sepl-Fel)
good 20 12 12 100.0 Sept-Fcb
good 6 11 11 100.0 Sept'Feb
fair 8.5 5 I 55.6 Jun-Aug

fair 10 4 7 57.1 Jun'Aug
fa¡r 7 6 10 60.0 Jun'Aug
fair 10 6 10 60.0 Jun'Aug

-1"



Appendix - 3

s¡ts unlt Per¡od
Dfsjz3a 562-64E158-160 Nuu-chsh-nulh

DfSiz3a 562-64E158-160 Nuur¡ah.nulh
Dfsj23a 562-648158-160 Nuu-c¡ah-nunh

Df$23a 562-64E158-160Nuudah-nunh
DfSl23a 562-64 E 158-160 Nuu-cåah-nulh

DfSjz3a 562.64E158.160 Nuu-chah.nutrh

Dfsj23a 562-64E158-160 Nuu-chah.milh

Dfsjz3a 562-64E158-160 uuu-cheh-nulh
Dfsjz3a 562-64E'158-160 Nuu.chah.nunh

Dfsj23a 562-64E158-160 Nuu.chah-nunh

Dfsj23a 562-64E158-160
Dfsiz3a 562-648158.160
Dfsi23b N14-l5V\t28-30 Posr-Contact
Dfsj23b s4-5 w8-.10
Dlsj23b s4-5 W8-10
Dfsj23b S4-5 W8-10 Nuur¡eh,nutrh

Dlsj23b s5-6 vv22-24
Dlsjz3b s5-6 VV22-24
Dfsj23b s5-6 VV22-24

Dfsj23b s5-6W22-24
Drsiz3b s5-6 w22-24
Drsiz3b s5-6 w22-24
Dfsiz3b s5-6 vV22-24
Dfsiz3b s5-6 v!22-24
Dfsi23b s5-6 w2.24
Dlsiz3b s5-6v1l¡22-24

Dfsj23b S5-6v\Í22-24
Dfsj23b s5-6 vv22-24

Dfsjz3b s5-6 ìM2-24
Dfsj23b s5-6 V\22-24
Dlsiz3b ss.6 w22-24
Dfsiz3b s5-6 w22-24

level lâyer vert
20 I thz
18 I th1

20 I rh1

18 I rh2

14 I ?

12 I ?

14 I ?
23 J thl
23 J rh2

23 J th2
B Pit #2€P

I P¡t #29
1 A? rhz
2A thz
2A thl
4B thz
3A rhl
3 A rh2/3
1 A rh3/4
3A lh2
2A thz
2A rhl
2A th2
lA thz
6 A rh3/4
3A rh2
'I A lh3/4
3 A th3/4
3A th2
6A thz
6 A th3/4
8A rh1

Rockf¡sh Season of Death Estrmates

age
20

20

20

10

7

10

7

5

B

11

7

10
'10

6
7

7

11

7

10

7

10
't0

7

10

t0
a

7
6
7
7

qual¡ty diameter f¡nal growth
lair 18 7
fair 21 B

fair 20 6
fair B s
fa¡r 8.5 5
fair 12 I
tair B I
fair 5 3
fatf 4 4
fair B 10
excellent B 4
good 7 6
good I 10
excellenl 8.5 1

good 10 2
excellent 4.5 6
good 5.5 2
good 5 2
good 10 7
good 5 5

lair B 1

Ia¡65
la¡73
fair 8.5 6
fair 5 5
lair 6 5
lair B 7

fair 6 B

fa¡r 6 5
fair 6 B

la¡r 5.5 I
fa¡r 6 B

penult. growth
tt
12

I
7

6

10

10

10

10

10

5

6
.f0

B

7

7

6

5

I

5

10

6
10

I
7

I
10

6
I
B

B

7o growth season
03.6 Jun-Aug
66.7 Jun-Aug

G6.7 Jun-Aug
71.4 Sept-Feb
83.3 Sept-Feb
90.0 Sepl-Feb
S0.0 Sepl'Feb
30.0 Mar-lMay

40.0 ¡¡ar.t!4ay
100.0 Scpt-l:eb
80.0 Sepl-Feb

'100.0 Sept-Fetr
100.0 SepfFeb

.12.5 MaÊMay
28.6 Mar-May
85.7 Sept'Feb
33.3 Mar-May
40.0 Mar,¡/ay
77.8 Sepl-Feb

100.0 Sepl-FeLr

20.0 Mar-May
50.0 Jun-Aug
50.0 Jun-Aug
60.0 Jun-Aug

62.5 Jun-Aug
71.4 Sept-Fet)
77.8 Sepl-Feb
80.0 Sepl-Feb
83.3 Sepl-Feb
BB.9 Sepl-Feb

100.0 Sept-Feb
100.0 Sepl-FeL)



Appendix - 4

Years BP Chuumaia

Toquaht Site Chronology

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900

2000
z',t00
2200
230 0

2400
2 500

26 00
27 00
28 00

2900
3000
3100
3 200

33 00

340 0

3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000

3760r80
3810i90
3900i60
4 000! 1 40

Post-Contact
c. 200 BP)

Nuu-chah-nulth
(c. 2000 BP)

Gulf of Georgia
(c. 4000 8P)

.780f90

870150

1 150190

I rO


